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INTRODUCTION

1. The united Nations Commission on International Trade Law, at its
fourteenth session (1981), decided to entrust its Working Group on
International Contract Practices with the task of preparing a draft model law
on international commercial arbitration. 11 The Commission, at that session,
had before it a report of the Secretary-General entitled "possible features of
a model law on international commercial arbitration" (A/CN.9/207). It was
agreed that this report, setting forth the concerns and purposes underlying
the project and the possible contents of a model law, would provide a useful
basis for the preparation of such a law. II

2. The Working Group commenced its work, at its third session, by discussing
a series of questions designed to establish the basic features of a draft
model law. 11 At its fourth session, it considered draft articles prepared by
the Secretariat !/ and reviewed, at its fifth and sixth sessions, redrafted
and revised articles of a model law. 11 The Working Group, at its seventh
session, considered a composite draft text and, after a drafting group had
established corresponding language versions in the six languages of the
Commission, adopted the draft text of a model law as annexed to its report. 61

3. The Commission, at its seventeenth session (1984), requested the
Secretary--General to transmit this draft text of a model law on international
commercial arbitration to all Governments and interested international
organizations for their comments and requested the Secretariat to prepare an
analytical compilation of the comments. 7/ It also decided to consider, at
its eighteenth session (1985), the draft-text in the light of these comments,
with a view to finalizing and adopting the text of a model law on
international commercial arbitration. 11

4. At the seventeenth session, a suggestion was made that the Secretariat
should prepare a commentary on the draft model law which would assist
Governments in preparing their comments on the draft text and later in their
consideration as to any legislative action based on the model law. The
Commission was of the view that such a commentary, although it could not be
prepared in time to be of assistance to Governments in preparing their

11 Report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law on
the work of its fourteenth session, Official Records of the General Assembly,
Thirty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/36/17), para. 70.

l/ Ibid., para. 65.
1/ Report of the Working Group on International Contract Practices on

the work of its third session (A/CN.9/2l6).
!/ Report of the Working Group on International Contract Practices on

the work of its fourth session (A/CN.9/232).
1/ Reports of the Working Group on International Contract Practices on

the work of its fifth session (A/CN.9/233) and of its sixth session
(A/CN.91245) .

~/ Report of the Working Group on International Contract Practices on
the work of its seventh session (A/CN.9/246).

1/ Report of the united Nations Commission on International Trade Law on
the work of its seventeenth session, Official Records of the General Assembly,
Thirty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/39/17), para. 101.
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comments, would be useful if it were made available at the eighteenth session
of the Commission.!/ Accordingly, the Commission decided to request the
Secretariat to submit to the eighteenth session of the Commission a commentary
on the draft text of a model law on international commercial arbitration. ~/

5. The present report has been prepared pursuant to that request. It
provides a summary of why a certain provision has been adopted and what it is
intended to cover, often accompanied by explanations and interpretations of
particular words. It does not give a complete account of the travaux
E£eparatoires, including the manifold proposals and draft variants that were
not retained. For the benefit of those seeking fuller information on the
history of a given provision the commentary lists the references to the
relevant portions of the five session reports of the Working Group. 10/

6. In preparing the commentary, the Secretariat has taken into account the
fact that it is not a commentary on a final text but that its foremost and
immediate purpose is to assist the Commission in reviewing and finalizing the
text. The Secretariat has, therefore, taken the liberty of noting possible
ambiguities and inconsistencies, occasionally accompanied by suggestions which
the Commission may wish to consider. An attempt has been made to distinguish
such views of the Secretariat, by using expressions like "it is submitted" or
"it is suggested", from those explanations or interpretations which accord
with the unanimous or prevailing view of the Working Group.

!/ Ibid., para. 100.
~/ Ibid., para. 101.
10/ In order to avoid confusion, no special reference is made to previous

article numbers which, in the course of the preparation, were altered twice.
However, any earlier number will be apparent from the relevant discussion in
the session report or may be seen from the comparative tables of article
numbers set forth in documents A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.40 and 48 which were submitted
to the Working Group at its fifth and seventh sessions.

•
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ANALYTICAL COMMENTARY

ON THE DRAFT TEXT

OF A MODEL LAW ON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION III

... CHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1. Scope of application*

(1) This Law applies to international commercial** arbitration. subject to
any multilateral or bilateral agreement which has effect in this State.

(2) An arbitration is international if:

(a) the parties to an arbitration agreement have. at the time of the
conclusion of that agreement. their places of business in different
States; or

(b) one of the following places is situated outside the State in which
the parties have their places of business:

(i) the place of arbitration if determined in. or pursuant to. the
arbitration agreement;

(ii) any place where a substantial part of the obligations of the
commercial relationship is to be performed or the place with which
the sUbject-matter of the dispute is most closely connected; or

(c) the subject-matter of th$ arbitration agreement is otherwise related
to more than one State.

* Article headings are for reference purposes only and are not to be
used for purposes of interpretation.

..
** The term "commercial" should be given a wide interpretation so as to

cover matters arising from all relationships of a commercial nature.
Relationships of a commercial nature include. but are not limited to. the
following transactions: any trade transaction for the supply or exchange of
loods; distribution agreement; commercial representation or agency; factoring;
leasinl; construction of works; consulting; engineering; licensing;
investment; financing; banking; insurance; exploitation agreement or
concession; joint venture and other forms of industrial or business
co-operation; carriage of goods or passengers by air. sea. rail or road.

111 The draft text of a model law reproduced here and commented upon is
the one which the Working Group on International Contract Practices adopted at
the close of its seventh session (A/CN.9/246. para. 14 and annex).
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(3) For the purposes of parasraph (2) of this article, if a party has more
than one place of business, the relevant place of business is that which has
the closest relationship to the arbitration agreement. If a party does not
have a place of business, reference is to be made to his habitual residence.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 16-21
A/CN.9/232, paras. 26-36
A/CN.9/233, paras. 47-60
A/CN.9/245, paras. 160-168, 173
A/CN.9/246, paras. 156-164

COMMENTARY

1. Article 1 of the draft text of a model law on international commercial
arbitration (hereinafter referred to as "the model law") deals with the
intended scope of application of the model law. In particular, it lays down
the substantive field of application, which is, in accordance with the
Commission's mandate to the Workins Group, 12/ "international commercial
arbitration". Before considering this substantive scope of application, some
general comments on the form of the model law and on further aspects of its
application are made.

A. "This Law applies t,

1. The.model law as ..this Law" of a given State

2. The mode of unification and improvement of national arbitration laws
envisaged by the Working Group, subject to final decision by the Commission,
is that of a model law. The text, in its final form, would be recommended by
the Commission and then by the General Assembly to all States for
incorporation into their national legislation.

3. To facilitate such incorporation, the text has been drafted in a form in
which it could be enacted in a given State. The commentary follows this
direction towards a particular State and refers to ..this state", 13/ where
..this Law" would apply, as state X.

12/ Report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law on
the work of its twelfth session, Official Records of the General Assembly,
Thirty-fourth Session. Supplement No. 17 (A/34/17), para. 81.

13/ A state, when adopting the model law, may wish not to retain the
expression "this state" (found in articles 1(1), 27(1), 34(1), (2), 35(2), (3)
and 36(1» but, following its normal legislative technique, either substitute
appropriate wording (e.g. name of the State) or regard the reference as
unnecessary on the ground that it would be clear from the context of the law
and its promulgation.

..
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11. Territorial scope of application (not yet decided)

4. ··This Lawtt, in its present form, does not generally slate to which
individual arbitrations (of international commercial nature) it applies. One
possibility would be to use as a determining factor the place of arbitration,
that is, to cover all arbitrations taking place in ttthis statett (X). Another
possibility would be to recognize the parties· freedom to select a law other
than that of the place of arbitration and to cover all arbitrations taking
place in state X, unless the parties have chosen the law of another state, as
well as those ttforeign tt arbitrations for which the parties have selected the
law of ttthis Statett (X).

5. The prevailing view in the Working Group was in favour of the first
solution (i.e. strict territorial criterion) but the decision was not to deal
expressly in article 1 with this issue. 141 The question was also left
undecided in the context of article 34, as indicated by the two variants
placed between square brackets: ttaward made [in the territory of this Statel
[under this Lawl. tt 151 Similarly non-committal is the present wording of
article 27 (ttarbilral proceedings held in this state or under this Law··) which
would accommodate both of the above possibilities. 161

6. The question of the territorial scope of application, which remains to be
solved by the Commission, needs to be answered in respect of most but not all
provisions of the model law. The reason is that certain provisions, dealing
with the role of the courts of State X in respect of recognition of
arbitration agreements (articles 8 and 9) 171 and recognition and enforcement
of awards (articles 35 and 36), are intended to cover arbitration agreements
or awards without regard to the place of arbitration or any choice of
procedural law.

Ill. The model law as "lex specialis tt

7. Once the model law is enacted in state X, "Eh i s Law applies·· as lex
specialis, i.e. to the exclusion of all other pertinent provisions of
non-treaty law, 181 whether contained, for example, in a code of civil
procedure or in a separate law on arbitration. This priority, while not
expressly stated in the model law, follows from the legislative intent to
establish a special regime for international commercial arbitration.

141 A/CN.9/246, paras. 165-168.
151 A/CN.9/246, paras. 169-171. See also commentary to article 34,

para. 4.
161 A/CN.9/246, paras. 92-97. See also commentary to article 27, para. 3.
171 As regards article 9, a distinction must be made between the right of

a party to request an interim measure of protection and the power of the court
to grant such measure; see commentary to article 9, paras. 2-3.

181 As to ··treaty law", which prevails over the model law, see below,
paras. 9-11.
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8. It should be noted (and possibly should be expressed in article 1) that
the model law prevails over other provisions only in respect of those subject·
matters and questions covered by the model law. Therefore. other provisions
of national law remain applicable if they deal with issues which. though
relevant to international commercial arbitration. have been left outside the
model law (e.g. capacity of parties to conclude arbitration agreement. impact
of state immunity. consolidation of arbitral proceedings. competence of
arbitral tribunal to adapt contracts. contractual relations between
arbitrators and parties or arbitration bodies. fixing of fees and requests for
deposits. security for fees or costs. period of time for enforcement of
arbitral award).

B. Model law yields to treaty law

9. According to paragraph (1) of article 1 ...this Law" applies "subject to
any multilateral or bilateral agreement which has effect in this state". This
proviso might be regarded as superfluous since the priority of treaty law
would follow in most. if not all. legal systems from the internal hierarchy of
sources of law. Nevertheless. it has been retained as a useful declaration of
the legislative intent not to affect the validity and operation of
multilateral and bilateral agreements in force in state X.

10. The proviso would be of primary relevance with regard to treaties devoted
to the same subject-matter as that dealt with in the model law. Prominent
examples of such multilateral treaties are the Convention on the Recognition
and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York. 1958; hereinafter
referred to as "1958 New York Convention"). the European Convention on
International Commercial Arbitration (Geneva. 1961; hereinafter referred to as
"1961 Geneva Convention"). the Convention on the Settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and Nationals of other States (Washington. 1965;
hereinafter referred to as "1965 Washington Convention"). and the
Inter-American Convention on International Commercial Arbitration (Panama.
1975). 19/

11. It should be noted. however. that the scope of the proviso is wider in
that it also covers treaties which are devoted to other subject-matters but
contain provisions on arbitration. An example would be the united Nations
Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea. 1978 (Hamburg). which. by its
article 22(3), reduces the effect of an original agreement on the place of

19/ Another important such treaty is the "Convention on the Decision by
way of Arbitration of Civil Litigations Resulting from Relations of Economic
and Scientific-technological Co-operation" (Moscow. 1972) which. however,
deals primarily with compulsory arbitration. while the model law is designed
for consensual arbitration only (see below. para. 15).

r:
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arbitration .by providing some alternatl ve places at the option of the
claimant. 20/ This provision. if in force in state X and applicable to the
case at hand. would prevail over article 20 of the model law which recognizes
the freedom of the parties to agree on the place of arbitration and gives full
effect to such choice. whether made before or after the dispute has arisen.

C. Substantive scope of application: "international commercial arbitration"

12. The substantive scope of application of the model law. as expressed in its
title. is "international commercial arbitration". This widely used term
consists of three elements which are in the model law defined. illustrated or
accompanied by a declaratory remark.

I. "Arbitration"

13. The model law. like most conventions and national laws on arbitration.
does not define the term "arbi tratlon". It merely clad f i e s , in its
article 7(1). that it covers any arbitration "whether or not administered by a
permanent arbitral institution". Thus. it applies to pure ad hoc arbitration
and to any type of administered or institutional arbitration.

20/ A/CONF.89/13. Annex I. See Official Records of the united Nations
Conference on the Carriage of Goods by Sea. united Nations Publication. Sales
Ho. R.80.VIII.l.

ArHcle 22(3). (5). (6) of the "Hamburg Rules" reads as follows:

"3. The arbitration proceedings shall. at the option of the
claimant. be instituted at one of the following places:

(a) a place in a state within whose territory is situated:

(i) the principal place of business of the defendant or. in
the absence thereof, the habitual residence of the defendant; or

(ii) the place where the contract was made, provided that the
defendant has there a place of business. branch or agency
through which the contract was made; or

(iii) the port of loading or port of discharge; or

(b) any place designated for that purpose in the arbitration clause
or agreement.

5. The provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 of this article are deemed
to be part of every arbitration clause or agreement, and any term of
such clause or agreement which is inconsistent therewith is null and
void.

6. Nothing in this article affects the validity of an agreement
relating to arbitration made by the parties after the claim under the
contract of carriage by sea has arisen."
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14. Of course. the term ttarbitration" is not to be construed as referring only
to on-going arbitrations. i.e. arbitral proceedings. It relates also to the
time before and after such proceedings. as is clear. for ex~ple. from the
provisions on recognition of arbitration agreements and. later. of arbitra1
awards.

15. While the model law is generally intended to cover all kinds of
arbitration. two qualifications should be mentioned here which are not
immediately apparent from the text but may be expressed by any state adopting
the model law. 211 The model law is designed for consensual arbitration. i.e.
arbitration based on voluntary agreement of the parties (as regulated in
article 7(1»; thus. it does not cover compulsory arbitration. Also not
covered are the various types of so-called "free arbitration" such as the
Dutch bindend advies. the German Schiedsgutachten or the Italian arbitrato
irrituale.

I!. "Commerc i al"

16. The term "commercial" has been left undefined in the model law, as in
conventions on international commercial arbitration. Although a clear-cut
definition would be desirable. no such definition. which would draw a precise
line between commercial and non-commercial relationships. could be found.
Yet. it was deemed undesirable to leave the matter to the individual states or
to provide some guidance for uniform interpretation merely in the session
reports of the Working Group or any commentary on the model law. As an
intermediate solution. a footnote is annexed to article 1 as an aid in the
interpretation of the term "commercial".

17. As regards the form. there may be some uncertainty as to the addressee and
the legal effect of this footnote. since such legislative technique is not
used in all systems. At the least, the footnote could provide some guidance
to the legislator of a state even where it would not be reproduced in the
national enactment of the model law. A more far reaching use, which the
Commission may wish to recommend. would be to retain the footnote in the
national enactment and. thus. to provide some guidance in the application and
interpretation of "this Law".

18. The content of the footnote reflects the legislative intent to construe
the term commercial in a wide manner. This call for a wide interpretation is
supported by an illustrative list of commercial relationships. Although the
ex~ples listed include almost all types of contexts known to have given rise
to disputes dealt with in international commercial arbitrations, the list is
expressly not exhaustive. Therefore, also covered as commercial would be
transactions such as supply of electric energy, transport of liquified gas via
pipeline and even "non-transactions" such as claims for d~ages arising in a
commercial context. Not covered are. for ex~ple. labour or employment
disputes and ordinary consumer claims. despite their relation to business. Of
course. the fact that a transaction is covered by the model law by virtue of
its commercial nature does not necessarily mean that all disputes arising from
the transaction are capable of settlement by arbitration (as to the
requirement of arbitrability. see commentary to article 7. para. 5).

211 A/CN.9/216. para. 17.
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19. The footnote, while not giving a clear-cut definition, provides guidance
for an autonomous interpretation of the term "commercial"; it does not refer.
as does the 1958 New York Convention (article 1(3». to what the existing
nationa~ la~ regards as commercial. Therefore, it would be wrong to apply
national concepts which define as commercial, for example, only those types of
relationship dealt. with in the commercial code or only those transactions t.he
parties to which are commercial persons.

20. iThis latter idea of preclusion had been expressed in a previous draft of
the footnote by the words (following the first sentence): ··irrespective of
whether the parties are ·commercial persons· (merchants) under any given
national law". This word~ng, which was exclusively intended to clarify that
the commercial nature of the relationship is not dependent on the
qualification of the parties as merchants (as used in some national laws for
distinguishing between commercial and civil relationships). was nevertheless
deleted lest it might be construed as dealing with the issue of state
immunity. 22/

21. In this connection, it may be noted that the model law does not touch
upon the sensitive and complex issue of state immunity. For example, it does
not say whether the signing of an arbitration agreement by a state organ or
governmental agency constitutes a waiver of any such immunity. On the other
hand. it seems equally poteworthy that the model law covers those relation-
ships to which a state organ or governmental entity is a party. provided. of
course, the relationship is of a commercial nature.

111. ·'International··. paragraph (2)

22. In accordance with the mandate of the Commission, the model law is
des!ig~'ed to estabHsh a special regime fOli international cases. It is in
the~e I cas~, that the prese~t disparity between national laws creates
difficulties and adversely affects the, functioning of the arbitral process.
tqr~hermore. in these cases mOfe flexibl~ and liberal rules are needed in
6rderto overco~e! local constraints and peculiarities. Finally. in these
cases the interest of a Stale in maintaining its traditional concepts and
familiar rules is less strong than in a strictly domestic setting. However.
despite this design and legislative self-restraint. any state is free to take
the model law. whether immediately or at a later stage. as a model for
legislation on domestic arbitration and, thus. avoid a dichotomy within its
arbitration law.

23. Unless a state opts for such unitary treatment. the test of
··internationali ty·· set forth in article 1(2) is of utmost importance and
crucial for the applicability of "this Law". Since it determines whether a
given case would be governed by the special regime embodied in the model law
or by the law on domestic arbitration, the definition should be as precise as
possible so as to provide certainty to all those concerned. Unfortunately.
the search for an appropriate test reveals a dilemma: A precise formula tends
to be too narrow to cover all cases encountered in the practice of
international commercial arbitration; and the wider the scope of the test the
more it is likely to lack precision. The solution presented in paragraph (2)
starts with a rather precise criterion in sub-paragraph (a), which covers the
great bulk of worthy cases, and then widens its scope in sub-paragraphs (b)
and (c) with an increasing reduction in precision.

22/ A/CN.9/246, para. 158.
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parties' -E.laces of business in different States. sub-paragraph (a)

24. The basic criterion, laid down in sub--paragraph (a), is modelled on the
test of internationality adopted in article 1(1) of the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (Vienna, 1980; 23/
hereinafter referred to as "1980 Vienna Sales Convention"). It uses as
determining factor the location of the places of business of the parties to
the arbitration agreement. Accordingly, other characteristics of a party such
as its nationality or place of incorporation or registration are not
determi na tive.

25. Since a given case is international if the parties have their places of
business "in different States", it is irrelevant whether any of these States
is State X (i.e. the one enacting "this Law"). Included are, thus, any
arbitration between "foreigners" (e.g. parties with place of business in State
Y and State Z) and any arbitration between a party in State X and a party in a
foreign State (Y). However, whether and to what extent this Law would apply
in any such international case is a different question, to be answered
according to other rules on the scope of application (discussed above,
paras. 4-6). While articles 8, 9, 35 and 36, dealing with recognition of
arbitration agreements and awards by the courts of State X, apply without
regard to the place of arbitration or any choice of procedural law, the
remaining bulk of provisions, dealing in particular with arbitration
procedure, would apply only if the case falls within the territorial scope of
applicaHon.

Qther relevant places, sub-paragraph (b)

26. Either of the places listed in sub-paragraph (b) establishes an
international link if situated in a State other than the one where the parties
have their places of business. Again, it is without relevance to the test of
internationality whether any of these States is State X. Thus, an arbitration
would be international under sub-paragraph (b) in any of the following
situations: Parties' places of business in State X and other relevant place
in State Y; parties' places of business in State Y and other relevant place in
State X; parties' places of business in State Y and other relevant place in
State Z. However, whether in fact "this Law" would apply in full depends,
again, on whether the case falls within the territorial scope of
application. 24/

--------
23/ A/CONF.97/18, Annex I. See Official Records of the united Nations

Conference on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, united Nations
Publication, Sales No. E.81.IV.3.

·l(l.! In part i cular wi th regard to sub--paragraph (i), it 1 s noteworthy that
"this Law" would apply in full only if the place of arbitration is in State X,
assuming that the strict territorial criterion is adopted. The thrust of
sub-paragraph (i) is thus to cover cases where the parties have their places
of business not in State X but in another state (provided that the latter
state does not prohibit these "domestic" parties to select a foreign place of
arbitraHon) .

01•
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27. The places listed in sub-paragraph (b) relate either to the arbitration
(sub-paragraph (i» or to the subject--matter of the relationship or the
dispute (sub-paragraph (ii». The first relevant place is the place of
arbitration. as the only arbitration-related criterion. Thus. the
international link would not be established by any other arbitration--related
element such as appointment of foreign arbitrator or choice of foreign
procedural law (if permissible).

28. The place of arbitration is relevant if determined in. or pursuant to.
the arbitration agreement. Where the place of arbitration is specified in the
arbitration agreement. the parties know from the start whether their case is
international under sub-paragraph (i). Where the place of arbitration is
determined pursuant to the agreement. there may be a long period of
uncertainty about this point. It is submitted that this requirement would not
be met by a stipulation authorizing the arbitral tribunal to determine the
place of arbitration.

29. Under sub-paragraph (ii). internationality is established if a
substantial part of the obligations of the commercial relationship is to be
performed in a state other than the one where the parties have their places of
business. This would be the case. for example, where a producer and a trader
conclude a sole distributorship agreement concerning a foreign market or where
a general contractor employs an independent sub-contractor for certain parts
of a foreign construction project. While the arbitration agreement must cover
any dispute or certain disputes arising out of this relationship, it is not
necessary that the dispute itself relates to the international element.

30. Even where no substantial part of the obligations is to be performed
abroad, an arbitration would be international under sub-paragraph (ii) if the
SUbject-matter of the dispute is most closely connected with a foreign place.
Since instances of this kind will be very exceptional, one may accept the
disadvantage of this criterion which lies in the fact that the international
character cannot be determined before the dispute arises.

Yet other international link, sub-paragraph (c)

31. The final criterion. laid down in sub-paragraph (c), is that "the
SUbject-matter of the arbitration agreement is otherwise related to more than
one State". This "residual" test is designed to catch all worthy cases. not
covered by sub-paragraphs tal or (b); it is apparent that this wide scope is
accompanied by a considerable degree of imprecision. It may be added that
"the subject-matter of the arbitration agreement" is not to be construed as
referring to the arbitration itself but to the substantive matters that may be
subject to arbitration.

Determination of place of business, paragraph (3)

32. If a party has two or more places of business, one of which is in the
same State as is the other party's place of business, it is necessary to
determine which of his places is relevant for the purposes of paragraph (2).
According to paragraph (3), first sentence. it is the one which has the
closest relationship to the arbitration agreement. An instance of such close
relationship would be that a contract, including an arbitration clause. is
fully negotiated by the branch or office in question, even if it is signed at
another place (e.g. the principal place of business).
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33. As indicated in this example, the location of the principal place of
business (or head office) is irrelevant. If one were to take the principal
place of business as the decisive criterion, one would have a somewhat wider
application of the model law since it would cover also those cases where the
"closely connected" place of business, but not the principal place of
business, is in the same state as is the other party's place of business.
Nevertheless, the criterion of "closest connection" was adopted because it was
thought to reflect better the expectations of the parties and, in particular.
for the sake of consistency with the 1980 Vienna Sales Convention
(article 10(a». 25/

34. The second sentence of paragraph (3) deals with the rare situation that a
person involved in a commercial transaction does not have an established
"place of business". In such case, his habitual residence would be the
decisive place for the purposes of paragraph (2).

Article 2. Definitions and rules of interpretation

For the purposes of this Law:

(a) "arbitral tribunal" means a sole arbitrator or a panel of arbitrators;

(b) "court" means a body or organ of the judicial system of a country;

(c) where a provision of this Law leaves tbe parties free to determine a
certain issue, such freedom includes the right of the parties to
authorize a third party, including an institution, to make that
determination;

(d) where a provision of this Law refers to the fact that the parties
have agreed or that they may agree or in any other way refers to an
agreement of the parties, such agreement includes any arbitration rules ~
referred to in that agreement;

(e) unless otherwise agreed by the parties. any written communication is
deemed to have been received if it is delivered to the addressee
personally or if it is delivered at his place of business, habitual
residence or mailing address, or, if none of these can be found after
making reasonable inquiry, then at the addressee's last-known place of
business, habitual residence or mailing address. The communication shall
be deemed to have been received on the day it is so delivered.

25/ In this Convention the test serves two purposes which tend to balance
overall the effects of widening or narrowing the scope of application. One
is, as in the model law, to distinguish between strictly domestic cases and
those of an international character; the other one. foreign to the model law.
is to distinguish between those international cases where the parties have
their places in Contracting States and those international cases where one
party has his place of business in a non-contracting State.
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REFERENCES

A/CN.9/233. paras. 75. 101-102
A/CN.9/245. paras. 28. 169-172
A/CN.9/246. paras. 172-173

COMMENTARY

"Arbitral tribunal" and "court" defined. paragraphs (a) and (b)

1. The definition of the terms ttarbitral tribunal" and "court" may be
regarded as self-evident and. thus. superfluous. However. they have been
retained, in particular. for a terminological reason. Their juxtaposition is
intended to draw a clear distinction between the two different types of
dispute settlement organs. This is to avoid. for example, the
misunderstanding, possible in languages such as French and Spanish, that the
word "tribunal" is an abbreviated form of the term "tribunal arbitral" or that
the term "court" would include any arbitration body or administering
institution bearing the name "court" (e.g. ICC Court of Arbitration or London
Court of International Arbitration).

2. Paragraph (b) simply refers to, without interfering with, the national
judicial system, which is not necessarily the system of state X (cf. articles
9, 35(3), 36(1)(a)(v). (2». Taking into account the varied nomenclature, the
term "court" is not restricted to those organs actually called "court" in a
given country but would include any other "competent authority" (such is the
expression used in the 1958 New York Convention). The reference to the
judicial system of "a country" (instead of "a State") has been used for the
sole purpose of avoiding the misconception, possible in a federation of
states, that merely "state courts" are covered but not "federal courts". 26/

Interpretation of "parties' freedom" and "agreement". paragraphs (c) and (d)

3. Paragraphs (c) and (d) are designed to prevent too literal an
interpretation of the references in the model law to the parties' freedom to
determine an issue or to their agreement. According to the reasonable
interpretation laid down in paragraph (c), such freedom covers the liberty of
the parties not only to decide the issue themselves but also to authorize a
third person or institution to determine the issue on their behalf. Practical
examples of such issues would be the number of arbitrators, the place of
arbitration and other procedural points.

4. Paragraph (d) recognizes the common practice of parties to refer in their
agreement to arbitration rules (of institutions. associations or other
bodies). instead of negotiating and drafting a fully original and individual
(ttone-off") arbitration agreement. A general rule of interpretation seems
preferable to including a clarification in each of the many provisions of the
model law where this matter may be relevant.

26/ The Commission may wish to examine the appropriateness of the term
"country". used also in articles 35(1). (3) and 36(1). with a view to
achieving consistency throughout the model law by using exclusively the
expression "state".
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5. Paragraphs (c) and (d) are overlapping rules in that the freedom to
determine an issue (under (c» is included in the notion that the parties may
agree (under (d» and in that the authorization of a third party (under (c»
is often envisaged in arbitration rules (under (d». However, this is not so
in all cases: an authorization may be added to the regime established
by arbitration rules (e.g. designation of an appointing authority). it may be
made to replace a provision in these rules. or it may be made in a "one-off"
arbitration agreement.

"Receipt of communication" defined. paragraph (e)

6. paragraph (e), which is modelled on article 2(1) of the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules. lists a variety of instances in which a written
communication. by a party or the arbitral tribunal, "is deemed to have been
received". Despite this latter wording. the list starts with instances of
actual (i.e. non-fictional) receipt and then enters into the realm of legal
fiction. The last sentence makes it clear that any such instance is not only
conclusive of the fact of receipt but also determines the date of receipt.

lit lit lit

(Article 3 deleted) 1L/

lit lit lit

Article 4. Waiver of Fight to object

A party who knows or ought to have known that any provision of this Law from
which the parties may derogate or any requirement under the arbitration
agreement has not been complied with and yet proceeds with the arbitration
without stating his objection to such non-compliance without delay or. if a
time-limit is provided therefor. within such period of time, shall be deemed
to have waived his right to object.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/233. para. 66
A/CN.9/245. paras. 176-178
A/CN.9/246. paras. 178-182

27/ Previous draft article 3 was deleted by the Working Group at its
seventh session (A/CN.9/246. paras. 174-177). In order to avoid confusion.
the necessary re-numbering of articles has been postponed until the final
stages of the revision of the draft by the Commission.
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COMMENTARY

1. Where a procedural requirement, whether laid down in the model law or in
the arbitration agreement, is not complied with, any party has a right to
object with a view to getting the procedural defect cured. Article 4 implies
a waiver of this right under certain conditions, based on general principles
such as "estoppel" ot" "venire contra factum proprium".

2. The first condition is that the procedural requirement, which has not
been complied with, is contained either in a non-mandatory provision of the
model law or in the arbitration agreement. The restriction of this rule to
provisions of law from which the parties may derogate was adopted on the
ground that an estoppel rule which also covered fundamental procedural defects
would be too rigid. It may be mentioned, however, that the model law contains
specific rules concerning objections with regard to certain fundamental
defects such as lack of a valid arbitration agreement or the arbitral
tribunal's exceeding its mandate (article 16(2». As regards non-compli ance
with a requirement under the arbitration agreement, it may be noted that the
procedural stipulation by the parties must be valid and, in particular, not be
in conflict with a mandatory provision of "this Law".

3. The second condition is that the party knew or ought to have known of the
non-compliance. It is submitted that the expression "ought to have known"
should not be construed as covering every kind of negligent ignorance but
merely those instances where a party could nol have been unaware of the
defect. This restrictive interpretation, which might be expressed in the
article, seems appropriate in view of the principle which justifies statutory
impliance of a waiver.

4. The third condition is that the party does not state his objection
without delay or, if a time-limit is provided therefor, within such period of
time. This latter reference to time is, logically speaking, the first one to
be examined since a time-limit, whether provided for in the model law or the
arbitration agreement, has priority over the general formula "without delay".

5. There is yet another condition which should not be overlooked. A party
loses his right to object only if, without stating his objection, he proceeds
wi th the arbitration. Acts of such "proceeding" would include, for example,
appearance at a hearing or a communication to the arbitral tribunal or the
other party. Therefore, a party would not be deemed to have waived his right
if, for instance, a postal strike or similar impediment prevented him for an
extended period of time from sending any communication at all.

6. Where, by virtue of article 4, a party is deemed to have waived his right
to object, he is precluded from raising the objection during the subsequent
phases of the arbitral proceedings and, what may be of greater practical
relevance, after the award is rendered. In particular, he may not then invoke
the non-compliance as a ground for setting aside the award or as a reason for
refusing its recognition or enforcement. Of course, a waiver has this latter
effect only in eases where article 4 is applicable, i.e. with regard to those
awards whieh are made "under this Law" (whatever criterion may be adopted for
the territorial seope of application). It is submitted that a court from
which recognition or enforcement of any other award is sought could also
disregard late objections of a party by applying any similar rule of the
applicable procedural law or the general idea of estoppel.

* * *
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Article 5. Scope of court intervention

In matters &overned by this Law, no court shall intervene except where BO

provided in this Law.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/233, paras. 69-73
A/CN.9/245, paras. 183-184
A/CN.9/246, paras. 183-188

COMMENTARY

1. This article relates to the crucial and complex issue of the role of
courts with re&ard to arbitrations. The Workin& Group adopted it on a
tentative basis and invited the Commission to reconsider that decision in the
li&ht of comments by Governments and international organizations. 28/ In
assessin& the desirability and appropriateness of this provision the following
considerations should be taken into account.

2. Althou&h the provision, due to its cate&orical wording, 29/ may create
the impression that court intervention is something negative and to be limited
lo the utmost, it does not itself take a stand on what is the proper role ,of
courts. It merely requires that any instance of court involvement be listed
in the model law. Its effect would, thus, be to exclude any general or
residual powers given to the courts in a domestic system which are not listed
in the model law. The resultin& certainty of the parties and the arbitrators
about the instances in which court supervision or assistance is to be expected
seems beneficial to international commercial arbitration.

3. Consequently, the desired balance between the independence of the
arbitral process and the intervention by courts should be soulht by expressing
all instances of court involvement in the model law but cannot be obtained
within article 5 or by its deletion. The Commission may, thus, wish to
consider whether any further such instance need be included, in addition to
the various instances already covered in the present text. These are not only
the functions entrusted to the Court specified in article 6, i.e. the
functions referred to in articles 11(3), (4), 13(3), 14 and 34(2), but also
those instances of court involvement envisaged in articles 9 (interim measures
of protection), 27 (assistance in takin& evidence), 35 and 36 (recognition and
enforcement of awards).

28/ A/CN.9/246, para. 186.
29/ A less categorical wording was suggested at the seventh session of

the Working Group but was not adopted: "In matters governed by this Law
concerning the arbitra1 proceedings or the composition of the arbitral
tribunal, courts may exercise supervisory or assisting functions only if so
provided in this Law" (A/CN.9/246, paras. 183-184).
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4. Another important consideration in judging the impact of article 5 is
that the above necessity to list all instances of court involvement in the
model law applies only to the ttmatters governed by this Law·'. The scope of
article 5 is, thus, narrower than the substantive scope of application of the
model law, i.e. "Lnt.er-nat.LonaI commercial arb i t.r at Ion" (article 1), in that it
is limited to those issues which are in fact regulated, whether expressly or
impliedly, in the model law.

5. Article 5 would, therefore, not exclude court intervention in any matter
not regulated in the model law. Examples of such matters include the impact
of state immunity, the contractual relations between the parties and the
arbitrators or arbitral institution, the fees and other costs, including
security therefor, as well as other issues mentioned above in the discussion
on the character of the model law as ttlex specialis'· where the same
distinction has to be made. 30/

6. It is submitted that the distinction is reasonable, even necessary,
although it is not in all cases easily made. For example, article 18 governs
the arbitral tribunal's ordering of interim measures of protection, by
implying an otherwise doubtful power, but it does not regulate the possible
enforcement of these orders. A state would, thus, not be precluded (by
article 5) from either empowering the arbitral tribunal to take itself certain
measures of compulsion (as known in some legal systems) or providing for
enforcement by courts (as known in other systems). 31/ On the other hand.
where the model law, for example, grants the parties freedom to agree on a
certain point (e.g. appointment of arbitrator, article 11(2», the matter is
thereby fully regulated, to the exclusion of court intervention (e.g. any
court confirmation. as required under some laws even in the case of a
party-appointed arbitrator).

* * *

Article 6. Court for certain functions of arbitration assistance and
supervision

The Court with jurisdiction to perform the functions referred to in articles
11 (3), (4),13 (3), 14 and 34 (2) shall b~ the ... (blanks to be filled by
each state when enactin& the model law).

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/232, paras. 89-98
A/CN.9/233 , paras. 82-86
A/CN.9/245, paras. 190-191
A/CN.9/246, paras. 189-190

301 See commentary to article I, para. 8.
311 See commentary to article 18, para. 4.
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COMMENTARY

1. Article 6 calls upon each state adopting the model law to designate a
particular Court which would perform certain functions of arbitration
assistance and supervision. The functions referred to in this article relate
to the appointment of an arbitrator (article 11(3). (4». the challenge of an
arbitrat.or (article 13(3». the termination of the mandate of an arbitrator
because of his failure to act (article 14) and the setting aside of an
arbitral award (article 34(2».

2. To concentrate these arbitration-related functions in a specific Court is
expected to result in the following advantages. It would help parties. in
particular foreign ones. more easily to locate the competent court and obtain
information on any relevant feat.ures of that "Court". including its policies
adopted in previous decisions. Even more beneficial to the functioning of
international commercial arbitration would be the expected specialization of
that Court.

3. Although these two advantages would best be achieved by a full
centralization. the designation of a Court does not necessarily mean that it
will in fact be only one individual court in each state. In particular larger
countries may wish to designate one type or category of courts. for example.
any commercial courts or commercial chambers of district courts.

4. The designated Court need not necessarily be a full court or a chamber
thereof. It may well be. for example. the president of a court or the
pre8idin~ jud~e of a chamber for those functions which are of a more
administ~ative nature and where speed and finality are particularly desirable
(i.e. er tl c l es 11,13 and 14). To what ext.ent this further expected advantage
will materialize depends on each state's provisions on court organization or
procedure, whether they already exist or are adopted together with ..this
Law". It is submitted that a state may entrust these administrative functions
even to a body outside its court system. for example, a national arbitration
commission or institut.ion handling international cases.

* * *

CHAPTER 11. ARBITRATION AGREEMENT

Article 7. pefinition and form of arbitration asreement

(1) "Arbitration agreement" is an agreement by the parties to submit to
arbitration. whether or not. administered by a permanent arbitral institution.
all or certain disputes which have arisen or which may arise between them in
respect of a defined legal relationship, whether contractual or not. An
arbitration agreement may be in the form of an arbitration clause in a
contract or in the form of a separate agreement.
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(2) The arbitration agreement shall be in writing. An agreement is in
writing if it is contained in a document signed by the parties or in an
exchange of letters, telex, telegrams or other means of telecommunication
which provide a record of the agreement. The reference in a contract to a
document containing an arbitration clause constitutes an arbitration agreement
provided that the contract is in writing and the reference is such as to make
that clause part of the contract.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 22-24, 26
A/CN. 9/232, paras. 37-46
A/CN.9/233, paras. 61-68
A/CN.9/245, paras. 179--182

e A/CN.9/246, paras. 17-19

COMMENTARY

Definition (and recognition), paragraph 111

1. Paragraph (1) describes the important legal instrument which forms the
basis and justification of an arbitration. The term "arbitration agreement"
is defined along the lines of article 11(1) of the 1958 New York Convention;
as more clearly expressed in that Convention, there is an implied guarantee of
recognition which goes beyond a mere definition.

2. The model law recognizes not only an agreement concerning an existing
dispute ("compromis") but also an agreement concerning any future dispute
("clause compromissoire"). Inclusion of this latter type of agreement seems
imperative in view of its frequent use in international arbitration practice
and will, it is hoped, contribute to global unification in view of the fact
that at present some national laws do not give full effect to this type.

3. The model law recognizes an arbitration agreement irrespective of whether
it is in the form of an arbitration clause contained in a contract or in the
form of a separate agreement. Thus, any existing national requirement that
the agreement be in a separate document would be abolished. By the nature of
things, an arbitration clause in a contract would be appropriate for future
disputes, while a separate agreement is suitable not only for an existing
dispute but also for any future disputes.

4. The model law recognizes an arbitration agreement if the existing or
future dispute relates to a "defined legal relationship, whether contractual
or not". It is submitted that the expression "defined legal relationship"
should be given a wide interpretation so as to cover all non-contractual
commercial cases occurring in practice (e.g. third party interfering with
contractual relations; infringement of trade mark or other unfair competition).
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5. The model law provIsIons on the arbitration agreement do not retain the
requirement, expressed in article 11(1) of the 1958 New York Convention, that
the dispute concern "a subject-matter capable of settlement by arbitration".
However, this does not mean that the model law would give full effect to anJ
arbitration agreement irrespective of whether the subject-matter is
arbitrable. The Working Group, when discussing pertinent proposals.
recognized the importance of the requirement of arbitrability but saw no need
for an express provision. 32/ It was noted, for example, that an arbitration
agreement covering a non-arbitrable subject-matter would normally, or at least
in some jurisdictions, be regarded as null and void and that the issue of
non-arbitrability was adequately addressed in articles 34 and 36. 11/ In this
connection, it may be noted that the Working Group decided at an early stage
not to deal with the material validity of the arbitration agreement and not to
attempt to achieve unification or at least certainty as to which
subject-matters are non-arbitrable, either by listing them in the model law or
calling upon each state to list them exclusively in ..this La~'. 1!/

Requirement of written form, para&raph (2)

6. The model law follows the 1958 New York Convention in requiring written
form, although, in commercial arbitration,oral agreements are not unknown in
practice and are recognized by some national laws. In a way, the model law is
even stricter than that Convention in that it disallows reliance on a "more
favourable provision" in the subsidiary national law (on domestic
arbitration), as would be possible under that Convention by virtue of its
article VII(l). The model law is intended to govern all international
commercial arbitration agreements and, as provided in article 7(2). require.
that they be in writing. 35/ However. non-compliance with that require.ent
may be cured by submission to the arbitral proceedings. i.e. participation
without raising the plea referred to in article 16(2). 36/

7. The definition of written form is modelled on article 11(2) of the 1958
New York Convention but with two useful additions. It widens and clarifies
the range of means which constitute a writing by adding ..telex or other ..an.
of telecommunication which provide a record of the agreement". in order to
cover modern and future means of communication.

32/ A/CN.9/246. para. 23; similarly A/CN.9/245. para. 187; cf. allo
A/CN.9/232. para. 40.

33/ As regards article 34. where the inclusion of the non-arbitrability
of the subject-matter is controversial. see commentary to article 34. para. 12.

34/ A/CN.9/216. paras. 25. 30-31.
35/ A/CN.9/233. para. 66; A/CN.9/232. para. 46.
36/ As to the possible need for modifying article 35(2) in order to

accommodate the situation of a cured defect of form ••e. footnote 91.
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8. The second addition. contained in the last sentence. is intended to
clarify a matter. which. in the context of the 1958 New York Convention. has
led to problems and divergent court decisions. It deals with the not
infrequent case where parties. instead of including an arbitration clause in
their contract. refer to a document (e.g. general conditions or another
contract) which contains an arbitration clause. The reference constitutes an
arbitration agreement if it is such as to make that clause part of the
contract and. of course. if the contract itself meets the requirement of
written form as defined in the first sentence of paragraph (2). As the t.ext
clearly states. the reference need only be to the document; thus. no explicit
reference to the arbitration clause contained therein is required. 1I1

~ Article 8. Arbitration agreement and substantive claim before court

(1) A court before which an action is brought in a matter which is the
subject of an arbitration agreement shall. if a party so requests not later
than when submitting his first statement on the substance of the dispute.
refer the parties to arbitration unless it finds that the agreement is null
and void. inoperative or incapable of being performed.

(2) Where. in such case. arbitral proceedings have already commenced. the
arbitral tribunal may continue the proceedings while the issue of its
jurisdiction is pending with the court.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216. paras. 35-36
A/CN.9/232. paras. 49-51. 146. 151
A/CN.9/233. paras. 74-81

~
A/CN.9/245. paras. 66-69. 185-187
A/CN.9/246. paras. 20-23

COMMENTARY

1. Article 8 deals with an important "negative" effect of an arbitration
agreement. The agreement to submit a certain matter to arbitration means that
this matter shall not be heard and decided upon by any court. irrespective of
whether this exclusion is expressed in the agreement. If. nevertheless. a
party starts litigation the court shall refer the parties to arbitration
unless it finds the agreement to be null and void. inoperative or incapable of
being performed.

371 Cf. A/CN.9/246. para. 19.
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2. Article 8 is closely modelled on article 11(3) of the 1958 New York
Convention, with two useful elements added. Due to the nature of the model
law, article 8(1) of ..this Law" is addressed to all courts of Slate X; it is
not limited to agreements providing for arbitration in State X and, thus, wide
acceptance of the model law would contribute to the universal recognition and
effect of international commercial arbitration agreements.

3. As under the 1958 New York Convention, the court would refer the parties
to arbitration, i.e. decline (the exercise of its) jurisdiction,only upon
request by a party and, thus, not on its own motion. A time element has been
added that the request be made at the latest with or in the first statement on
the substance of the dispute. It is submitted that this point of time should
be taken literally and applied uniformly in all legal systems, including those
which normally regard such a request as a procedural plea to be raised at an
earlier stage than any pleadings on substance.

4. As regards the effect of a party's failure to invoke the arbitration
agreement by way of such a timely request, it seems clear that article 8(1)
prevents that party from invokin~ the agreement during the subsequent phases
of the court proceedings. It may be noted that the Working Group, despite the
wide support for the view that the failure of the party should preclude
reliance on the agreement also in other proceedings or contexts, decided not
to incorporate a provision on such general effect because it would be
impossible to devise a simple rule which would satisfactorily deal with all
the aspects of this complex issue. 38/

5. Another addition to the original text in the 1958 New York Convention is
the rule in paragraph (2) which confirms that paragraph (1) applies
irrespective of whether arbitral proceedings have already commenced. It
empowers an arbitral tribunal to continue the arbitral proceedings (if
governed by "this Law") while the issue of its jurisdiction is pending with a
court. The purpose of giving such discretion to the arbitra1 tribunal is to
reduce the risk and effect of dilatory tactics of a party reneging on his
commitment to arbitration.

)le :lie :lie

Article 9. Arbitration agreement and interim measures by court

It is not incompatible with the arbitration agreement for a party to request,
before or during arbitral proceedings, from a court an interim measure of
protection and for a court to grant such measure.

38/ A/CN.9/246, para. 22.
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REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, para. 39
A/CN.9/232, paras. 52-56
A/CN.9/233, paras. 74, 81
A/CN.9/245. paras. 185, 188-189
A/CN.9/246, paras. 24--26

COMMENTARY

1. Article 9 relates - like article 8 - to recognition and effect of the
arbitration agreement but in another respect. It lays down the principle,
disputed in some jurisdictions, that resort to a court and subsequent court
action with regard to interim measures of protection are compatible with an
arbitration agreement. It, thus, makes it clear that the "negative" effect of
an arbitration agreement, which is to exclude court jurisdiction, does not
operate with regard to such interim measures. The main reason is that the
availability of such measures is not contrary to the intentions of parties
agreeing to submit a dispute to arbitration and that the measures themselves
are conducive to making the arbitration efficient and to securing its expected
results.

2. Article 9 expresses the principle of compatibility in two directions with
different scope of application. According to the first part of the provision,
a request by a party for any such court measures is not incompatible with the
arbitration agreement, i.e. neither prohibited nor to be regarded as a waiver
of the agreement. This part of the rule applies irrespective of whether the
request is made to a court of State X or of any other country. Wherever it
may be made, it may not be invoked or treated as an objection against, or
disregard of, a valid arbi tratlon agreement under "th i s Law··, 1. e. in
arbitration cases falling within its territorial scope of application or in
the context of articles 8 and 36.

3. However, the second part of the provision is addressed only to the courts
of State X and declares their measures to be compatible with an arbitration
agreement irrespective of the place of arbitration. Assuming wide adherence
to the model law, these two parts of the provision would supplement each other
and go a long way towards global recognition of the principle of
compatibility, which, in the context of the 1958 New York Convention, has not
been uniformly accepted.

4. The range of interim measures of protection covered by article 9 is
considerably wider than that under article 18, due to the different purposes
of these two articles. Article 18 deals with the limited power of the
arbitral tribunal to order any party to take an interim measure of protection
in respect of the subject-matter of the dispute and does not deal with
enforcement of such orders. Article 9 deals with the compatibility of the
great variety of possible measures by courts available in different legal
systems, including not only steps by the parties to conserve the
subject-matter or to secure evidence but also other measures, possibly
required from a third party, and their enforcement. This would, in
particular, include pre-award attachments and any similar seizure of assets.
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5. It may be noted that the model law does not deal with the possible
conflict between an order by the arbitral tribunal under article 18 and a
court decision under article 9 relating to the same object or measure of
protection. However, it is submitted that the potential for such conflict is
rather small in view of the above disparity of the range of measures covered
by the two articles.

* * *

CHAPTER Ill. COMPOSITION OF ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL

Article 10. Number of arbitrators

(1) The parties are free to determine the number of arbitrators.

(2) Failing such determination, the number of arbitrat~rs shall be three.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 46-48
A/CN.9/232, paras. 78-82
A/CN.9/233, paras. 92-93
A/CN.9/245, paras. 194-195
A/CN.9/246, paras. 27-28

COMMENTARY

1. Article 10 is the first article presenting and illustrating the
"two-level system" so typical of the model law. The first provision falls in
the category of articles which recognize the parties' freedom and give effect
to their agreement, to the exclusion of any existing national law provision on
the issue. 39/ The second provision falls in the category of suppletive rules
which provide those parties failing to regulate the procedure by agreement
with a set of rules for getting the arbitration started and proceeding to a
final settlement of the dispute. 40/

2. Paragraph (1) recognizes the parties' freedom to determine the number of
arbitrators. Thus, the choice of any number would be given effect, even in
those legal systems which at present require an uneven number. As generally
stated in article 2(c), the freedom of the parties is not limited to
determining the issue themselves but includes the right to authorize a third
party to make that determination.

39/ Cf. A/CN.9/207, para. 13.
40/ Cf. A/CN.9/207, paras. 17-18.
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3. For those cases where the number of arbitrators has not been determined
in advance or cannot be determined in time. paragraph (2) prevents a possible
delay or deadlock by supplying the number. The number t~ree was adopted. as
in the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (article 5). in view of the fact that it
appears t.o be t.he most, common number in international commercial arbittation.
However. arbitrat.ions conduct.ed by a sole arbitrator are also common. in
part.icular in less complex cases. it. ist.hought that those parties who want
only one arbitrat.or for t.he sake of saving t.ime and costs would normally agree
thereon. wit.h an inducement. t.o do so added by this paragraph.

1[ 1[ 1[

Art.icle 11. Appgint.ment of arbitrators

~ (1) No person shall be precluded by reason of his nationality from acting as
an arbitrator. unless otherwise agreed by t.he part.ies.

(2) The part.ies ,are free t.o agree on a procedure of appoint.ing t.he arbitrator
or arbit.rators. subje~t. to the provisions of paragraphs (4) and (5) of t.his
article.

(3) Failing such agreement.

(a) in an arbitrat.ion wit.h three arbit.rat.ors. each party shall appoint
one arbitrator. and the t.wo arbHratorlil thus appointed shall appoint the
t.hird arbit.rat.or\ if apart.y fatl~ to appoint. t.he arbitrat.or within
thirt.y days aft.er having been request.ed to do so by the other part.y. or
if t.he two arbitrators fail t.o agree on t.he t.hird arbit.rat.or within
t.hirt.y day. of t.heir appoint.ment. t.he appoint.ment. shall be made. upon
request. of a part.y. by the Court. specified in art.icle 6;

(b) in an .rbit.rat.ion with a sole arbit.r.tor. if t.he part.ies are unable
to .gree on t.he .rbit.rator. he shall be appoint.ed. upon request. of a
part.y. by the Co~rt. specified in art.icle 6.

(4) ~ere. under .n appoint.ment. procedure agreed upon by the parties.
I

(.) • p.rt.y fail. to act as required under such procedure; or

(b) t.he part.ies. or two arbitrators. are unable t.o reach an agreement.
expect.ed of them un~er such procedure; or

(c) an appoint.ing aut.horit.y fails t.o perform any funct.ion ent.rust.ed t.o it.
under such procedure.

any part.y ••y request. t.he Court. specified in art.icle 6 t.o t.ake t.he necessary
••••ur•• unl.ss the agr.em.nt. on t.he appoint.m.nt procedure provides ot.her
mean. for s~curing t.he appoint.ment..
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(5) A decision on a matter entrusted by paragraph (3) or (4) of this article
to the Court specified in article 6 shall be final. The Court, in appointing
an arbitrator, shall have due regard to any qualifications required of the
erb l t r e.t.oe by the agreement of the parties and to such considerations as are
likely to secure the appointment of an independent and impartial arbitrator
and, in the case of a sole or third arbitrator, shall take into account as
well the advisability of appointing an arbitrator of a nationality other than
those of the parties.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 41, 49-50
A/CN.9/232, paras. 73-74, 83-88
A/CN.9/233, paras. 87-88, 94-100
A/CN.9/245, paras. 192-193, 196-201
A/CN.9/246, paras. 29-32

COMMF;NTARY

No legislative discrimination of foreign nationals. paragraph (1)

1. Some national laws preclude foreignet"s from acting as arbitrat.ors even in
international cases. Paragraph (1) is designed to overcome such national bias
on the part of the legislator. 41/ As indicated by the words "unless
otherwise agreed by the parties", it is not intended to preclude parties (or
trade associations or arbitral institutions) from specifying that nationals of
certain States may, or may not, be appointed as arbitrators.

Freedom to agree on appointment procedure, paragraph (2)

2. Pat"agraph (2) recognizes the freedom of the parties to agree on a
procedure of appointing the arbitrator or arbitrators. This freedom to agree
is to be given a wide interpretation in accordance with the general provisions
of article 2(c) and (d).

3. The scope of the parties' freedom is, however, somewhat limited by the
mandatory provisions in paragraphs (4) and (5). Parties may not exclude, in
their agreement on the appointment, the right of a party under paragraph (4)
to resort to the Court specified in article 6 in any of the situations
described in that paragraph, or exclude the finality of the Court's decision
provided for in paragraph (5). 42/

!!1/ At the sixth session of the Working Group, a concern was expressed
that it would be difficult to implement this provision in States where
nationals of certain other States were precluded from serving as arbitrators;
it was noted in response that the model law, not being a convention, would not
exclude the possibility for a State to reflect its particular policies in
national legislation (A/CN.9/245, para. 193).

42/ It is submitted that the last part of paragraph (5) relating to the
appointment of a sole or third arbitrator should not be mandatory (see below,
para. 8).
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Court assistance in agreed appointment procedure. paragraph (4)

4. Paragraph (4) describes three possible defects in typical appointment
procedures and provides a cure thereof by allowing any party to request the
Court specified in article 6 to take the necessary measure instead (i.e.
instead of ~he "failing" party~ persons or authority referred to in
sub-paragraphs (a), (b) or {c». Assistance by this Courlis provided in
order to avoid any deadlock or undue delay in the appointment process. Such
assistance is not needed if the parties themselves have, in their agreement on
the appointment procedure, provided other means for securing the appointment.
It may be noted, however, that the mere designation of an appointing authority
is not fully sufficient in this regard since it would not meet the contingency
described in sub-paragraph (c).

Suppletive rules on appointment procedure. paragraph (3)

5. Paragraph (3) supplies those parties that have not agreed on a procedure
for the appointment with a system for appointing either three arbitrators or
one arbitrator, these numbers being the two most common ones in international
cases. Sub-paragraph (a) lays down the rules for the appointment of three
arbitrators, whether this number has been agreed upon by the parties under
article 10(1) or whether it follows from article 10(2). Sub--paragraph (b)
lays down the method of appointing a sole arbitrator for those cases where the
parties have made no provision for the appoint.ment, except to agree on the
number (i.e. one).

6. In both cases a last resort to the Court specified in article 6 is
envisaged in order to avoid any deadlock in the appointment process. There is
a difference, however, as regards the time element. While sub--paragraph (a)
sets twice a time-limit (of thirty days) for the sake of certainty,
sub-paragraph (b) does not fix a time-limit but merely refers to the parties'
inability to agree. This general wording seems acceptable in this latter case
since the persons expected to agree are the parties and their inability to do
so becomes apparent from the request to the Court by one of them.

~ Rules and guidelines for decision of Court. paragraph (5)

7. According to paragraph (5), the decision of the Court shall be final,
whether it relates to a matter entrusted to it by the suppletive rules of
paragraph (3) or by the mandatory provision of paragraph (4) in cases where an
agreed appointment procedure fails to secure the appointment. Finality seems
appropriate in view of the administrative nature of the function and essential
in view of the need to constitute the arbitral tribunal as soon as possible.

8. In any case of appointment, the Court shall have due regard to any
qualifications required by the agreement of the parties and to such
considerations as are likely to secure the appointment of an independent and
impartial arbitrator. It is submitted that these criteria are binding since
they follow from the arbitration agreement or, as regards impartiality and
independence, from article 12, while the special guideline for the appointment
of a sole or third arbitrator could be invalidated by a contrary stipulation
of the parties.

11: 11: 11:
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Article 12. Grounds for challense

(l) When a person is approached in connection with his possible appointment
as an arbitrator. he shall disclose any circumstances likely to give rise to
justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence. An arbitrator.
from the time of his appointment and throughout the arbitral proceedings.
shall without delay disclose any such circumstances to the parties unless they
have already been informed of them by him.

(2) An arbitrator may be challenged only if circumstances exist that give
rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence. A party
may challenge an arbitrator appointed by him. or in whose appointment he has
participated. only for reasons of which he becomes aware after the appointment
has been made.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216. paras. 42-43
A/CN.9/232. paras. 57-60
A/CN.9/233. paras. 103-106
A/CN.9/245. paras. 202-204
A/CN.9/246. paras. 33-34

COMMENTARY

1. Article 12 implements in two ways the principle that arbitrators shall be
impartial and independent. Paragraph (I) requires any prospective or
appointed arbitrator lo disclose promptly any circumstances likely to cast
doubt on his impartiality or independence. Paragraph (2) lays the basis for
securing impartiality and independence by recognizing those circu.stances
which give rise to justifiable doubts in this respect as reasons for a
challenge.

2. The duty of a prospective arbitrator to disclose any circumstance. of the
type referred to in paragraph (1) is designed to inform and alert the person
approaching him at an early stage about possible doubts and. thus. helps to
prevent the appointment of an unacceptable candidate. Disclosure is required
not only where a party or the parties approach the candidate but also where he
is contacted by an arbitral institution or other appointing authority involved
in the appointment procedure.

3. As stated in the second sentence of paragraph (1). even an appointed
arbitrator is. and continues to be. under that duty. essentiallY for two
purposes. The first is to provide the information to any party who did not
obtain it before the arbitrator's appointment. The second is to secure
information about any circumstances which only arise at a later stage of the
arbitral proceedings (e.g. new business affiliation or share acquisitions).

4. Paragraph (2). like article 10(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.
adopts a general formula for the grounds on which an arbitrator may be
challenged. This seems preferable to listing all possible connection. and
other relevant situations. As indicated by the word "only". the grounds for
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challenge referred to here are exhaustive. Although reliance on any specific
reason listed in a national law (often applicable to judges and arbitrators
alike) is precluded, it is submitted that it would be difficult to find any
such reason which would not be covered by the general formula.

5. It may be noted that the Working Group was of the view that the issue of
the arbitrator's competence or other qualifications, specified by the parties,
was more closely related to the conduct of the proceedings than to the initial
appointment. 43/ It would. thus, have to be considered under article 14 and
possibly article 19(3). 441 However. it is submitted in this connection that
the conduct of an arbitrator may be relevant under article 12(2). for example,
where any of his actions or statements gives rise to justifiable doubts as to
his impartiality or independence. The Commission may wish to consider
expressing this interpretation in the text since the word "circumstances" and
the close connection with paragraph (l) could lead to a narrower interpre
tation which would not cover such instances of biased behaviour or misconduct.

6. The second sentence of paragraph (2) estops a party from challenging an
arbitrator, whom he himself appointed or in whose appointment he participated,
on any ground which he already knew before the appointment. In such case.
that party should not have appointed, or agreed to the appointment of. the
candidate whose impartiality or independence was in doubt. It is submitted
that "participation in the appointment" covers not only the case where the
parties jointly appoint an arbitrator (e.g. under article 11(3)(b» but also a
less direct involvement such as the one under the list procedure envisaged in
the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (article 6(3».

* * *

Article 13. Challenge procedure

(1) The parties are free to agree on a procedure for challenging an
arbitrator, subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this article.

(2) Failing such agreement, a party who intends to challenge an arbitrator
shall, within fifteen days of the constitution of the arbitral tribunal or
after becoming aware of any circumstance referred to in article 12 (2).
whichever is the later, send a written statement of the reasons for the
challenge to the arbitral trIbunal. Unless the challenged arbitrator
withdraws from his office or the other party agrees to the challenge, the
arbitral tribunal shall decide on the challenge.

(3) If a challenge under any procedure agreed upon by the parties or under
the procedure of paragraph (2) of this article is not successful, the
challenging party may request. within fifteen days after having received
notice of the decision rejecting the challenge. the Court specified in article
6 to decide on the challenge, which decision shall be final. while such a
request is pending. the arbitral tribunal. including the challenged
arbitrator, may continue the arbitral proceedings.

431 A/CN.9/233. para. 105.
441 See commentary to article 14, para. 4. and to article 19. para. 9.
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REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 44-45
A/CN.9/232, paras. 61-65
A/CN.9/233, paras. 107-111
A/CN.9/245, paras. 205-212
A/CN.9/246, paras. 36-39

COMMENTARY

freedom to atree, and its limits. paratraph (1)

1. Paragraph (1) recognizes the freedom of the parties to agree on a
procedure for challenging an arbitrator, while the reasons for such a
challenge are exhaustively laid down in the mandatory provision of
article 12(2).

2. The model law, thus, gives full effect to any agreement on how a
challenge may be brought and decided upon. However, there is one specific
restriction. 45/ The parties may not exclude the last resort to the Court
provided for in paragraph (3). This restriction, unlike the one in article
11(2) and (4), 46/ applies irrespective of whether the parties have authorized
any other body, e.g. an appointing authority, to take the final decision on
the challenge. It is submitted that in such a case the challenging party
would have to exhaust the available remedies and seek a decision by that body;
but that decision would not be final since the last resort to the Court
specified in article 6 cannot be excluded by agreement of the parties.

Suppletive rules on challenge procedure, paragraph (2)

3. Paragraph (2) supplies those parties who have not agreed on a challenge
procedure with a system of challenge by specifying the period of time and the
form for bringing a challenge and the mode of deciding thereon, subject to
ultimate judicial control as provided in paragraph (3).

4. As stated in the second sentence of paragraph (2), the challenge would be
decided upon by the arbitral tribunal if a decision is needed, i.e. where the
challenged arbitrator does not withdraw from his office or the other party
disagrees with the challenge. To let the arbitral tribunal decide on the
challenge is obviously without practical relevance in the case of a sole
arbitrator who has been challenged and does not resign. However, where one of
three arbitrators is challenged it has some merits, despite the possible
psychological difficulties of making the arbitral tribunal decide on a
challenge of one of its members. At least where the challenge is not
frivolous or obviously unfounded, an advantage could be to save time and
expense by making the last resort to the Court unnecessary. It may be added
that such a decision is not one on a question of procedure within the meaning
of article 29 (second sentence) and would, thus, have to be made by all or a
majority of the members (article 29, first sentence). 47/ This means that a

451 There is also a general restriction since, it is submitted, the
fundamental principles laid down in article 19(3) extend to such procedural
agreement. See commentary to article 19, para. 7.

461 Cf. commentary to article 11, paras. 3-4.
!L1 Cf. A/CN.9/246, para. 38.
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challenge will be sustained only if the two other members decide in favour of
the challenging party.

Ultimate judicial control. paragraph (3)

5. Paragraph (3) grants any challenging party, who was unsuccessful in the
procedure agreed upon by the parties or in the one under paragraph (2), a last
resort to the court specified in article 6. The provision, in its most
crucial part, adopts a compromise solution with regard to the controversy of
whether any resort to a court should be allowed only after the final award is
made or whether a decision during the arbitral proceedings is preferable. The
main reason in support of the first position is that it prevents dilatory
tactics; the main reason in support of the second position is that a prompt
decision would soon put an end to the undesirable situation of having a
challenged arbitrator participate in the proceedings and would, in particular,
avoid waste of time and expense in those cases where the court later sustains
the challenge.

6. Paragraph (3), like article 14 but unlike article 16(3), provides for
court intervention during the arbitral proceedings; however, it includes three
features designed to minimize the risk and adverse effects of dilatory
tactics. The first element is the short period of time of fifteen days for
requesting the Court to overrule the negative decision of the arbitral
tribunal or any other body agreed upon by the parties. The second feature is
that the decision by the Court shall be final; in addition to excluding
appeal, other measures relating to the organization of the Court specified in
article 6 may accelerate matters. 48/ The third feature is that the arbitral
tribunal, including the challenged-;rbitrator, may continue the arbitral
proceedings while the request is pending with the Court; it would certainly do
so, if it regards the challenge as totally unfounded and serving merely
dilatory purposes.

Article 14. Failure or impossibility to act

If an arbitrator becomes de jure or de facto unable to perform his functions
or for other reasons fails to act, his mandate terminates if he withdraws from
his office or if the parties agree on the termination. otherwise, if a
controversy remains concerning any of these grounds, any party may request the
Court specified in article 6 to decide on the termination of the mandate,
which decision shall be final.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, para.
A/CN.9/232, paras.
A/CN.9/233, paras.
A/CN.9/245, paras.
A/CN.9/246, paras.

50
66-69
112-117
213-216
40-42

481 See commentary to article 6, para. 4.
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COIIKEHTARY

1. Article 14 deals with the t.ralnatioft of th••andate 01 aft arbitrator who
becomes de jure or de facto unable to p.rfora hi. funetio•• or for other
reasons faUs to act. 1ft any such eu. his ••ndat. t'Ninat•• If tae wlthdraws
from his offie. or if the parties asr•• on the t.raination or where thl.
eouequene. is .0 .e1f-evid.nt that n.Hher Withdrawat nor.ar....nt hne.d.d
al. for .xamp1e, in th. ea •• of d.ath.

2. otherwise. th. court .p.cifl.d in article 6 .ha11. upon r.gue.t 0' a
party. make a final decision on the teNinaHon ofth••andite if th.re
remains a controv.rsy eoncernins any of th. above ,rounds. A need for such
court assistane.will rarely arise with resard to de jurI or§. facto
impouibillty and wUl most probably relate to thelell pr.che sround of
"failure to act".

3. This formula, taken from the UNCITRAL Arbitration Ru1.s (article 13(2»,
i. admittedly vasue, in particular, as resard. the (undefined) ti...l ...nt
inherent. in the term ··fallure". It h. ft.verthe1eIl, used her. since no other
acceptable, more detailed formula could be found, which would be .ufflelently
flexible to cover the sreat variety of situations in which retention of a
"non-performins" arbitrator beco••s intolerable.

4. It is subMitted that in judsina wbether an arbitrator failed to act the
following considerations may be relevant: Which action was .xpected or
required of him in the light of the arbitration asree.ntandthe specific
procedural sHuation' If he has not done anything in thh resard. has the
delay been so inordinate as to be unacceptab1. in the 1isht of the
circumstances, includins technical difficulti.s and the coapl.xity of the
case' If he has done Bomething and acted in a certain way. did his conduct
fall clearly below the standard of what may reasonably b. expected from an
arbitrator? Amonsst the factors influencins the lev.l of exp.ctation. are the
ability to function efficiently and .xpeditiously and any special competence
or other qualifications required of the arbitrator by agreem.nt of the partl••.

5. It may be noted that article 14 does not cov.r all sround. which lead to
a termination of the mandate of an arbitrator. other crounds are to be found
in article 15. 491

Article 14 bis

The fact that. in eases under article 13 (2) or 14. an arbitrator withdraw.
from his office or a party agrees to the teralnation of the mandate of an
arbitrator does not imply acceptance of the validity of any cround referred to
in article 12 (2) or 14.

49/ See commentary to article 15. paras. 1-3.
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RIFSRaCBS

A/CW:9/233 , paras. 107, 109
A/eN.9I2U, paras. 208. 213, 215
A/C~ ;91246. paras .33. 35

COMUJITARY

1. Articl. 14 ~ provide. that the withdrawal of an arbitrator or the
cons.nt of a party to the te~ination of his mandate, wheth.r under articl.
13(2) or 14, d08lnot laply acc.ptanc. of any ground on which the termination
was r.qu.sted. This provision, Precludin& any inference as to the validity of
th. &rounds, is des1&ned to facUitate such withdrawal or consent in order to
pr.v.nt l.8Ith, controv.rsies.

2. Th. provision is pr•••nt.d in a s.parate article since it relates to two
different articles. If retained in this fo~, it might be given the followin&
h.adin,: "No inf.r.nc. of validity of Irounds".

Article 15. Appolntment of ,ub.titute arbitrator

Wh.r. the aandat. of an arbitrator te~inates under article 13 or 14 or
b.caus. of his withdrawal froa offic. for any other reason or because of the
revocation of hi. mandate by alreement of the parties or in any other case of
t.raination of hit aandat., a SUbstitute arbitrator shall be appointed
accordla, to the rul•• that were applicable to the appointment of the
arbitrator b.in& replac.d, unless the parties agr•• otherwise.

alPERaCIS

A/CR.9/216 , para.
A/CR.9/232, paras.
A/CN.9/233, paras.
A/CN.9/245 , paras.
A/CN.9/246, paras.

COMIIBNTAIlY

50
70-72
118-120
217-219
42-48

furth.r c.... of terall'tl0n of mandate

1. Articl. 15 deall primarUy with the question how a substitute arbitrator
would b. appoint.d. Y.t, in ord.r to ••b~ace all possible cases where such a
....d aa, arh., It deal., In a 1... cons~~cyous aanner, also with those
.anifold situations of t.raination of mandate which are not covered by
articl.s 13 and 14.

2. The two most important instances added h.re are the arbitrator's
withdrawal from his office "for an, reason" (oth.r than the ones covered by
articles 13 and 14) and the r.evocation of th••andate by agreement of the
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parties. The lalter instance, i.e. removal of an arbitrator by consent of the
parties, seems to be justifiedly included in view of the consensual nature of
arbitration which gives the parties unrestricted freedom to agree on the
lermination of the mandate of an arbitrator.

3. Inclusion of the first instance, however, is less easily justified and
may, for example, be objected to on the ground that a person who had accepted
to act as an arbitrator should not be allowed to resign for capricious
reasons. Nevertheless, it is impractical to require just cause for the
resignation (or to attempt to list all possible causes justifying resignation)
since an unwilling arbitrator could not, in fact, be forced to perform his
functions. SOl It should be noted, in respect of both above instances, that
the model law does not deal with the legal responsibility of an arbitrator or
other issues pertaining to the contractual party·-arbitrator relat.ionship.

Rules of appointing substitute arbitrator

4. Whenever a substitute arbitrator needs to be appointed, this shall be
done in accordance with the rules that were applicable to the appointment of
the arbitrator being replaced, whether these rules are laid down in the
arbitralion agreement or, as suppletive rules, in the model law.

5. This provision is non-mandatory, as is clear from the words "unless the
parties agree otherwise". Such agreement would normally set forth a new
appointment procedure for replacing an arbitrator whose mandate has
terminated. 511 Yet, it might relate to the preliminary question whether a
substitute arbitrator should be appointed at all. For example, where the
parties named a specific sole arbitrator in their original agreement, they may
wish not to continue the arbitral proceedings without him.

-----------
SOl Cf. A/CN.9/246, para. 44.
511 For example, the parties could in their arbitration agreement include

a stipulation intended to eliminate the possible danger that, in the case of a
party-appointed arbitrator, the mechanism of resignation and replacement under
article IS, in particular by using it repeatedly, could be abused for the
purposes of obstructing the proceedings. This concern - which the Working
Group, without denying its validity, decided not to deal with (A/CN.9/245,
para. 19) _. could be met by a stipulation. inspired by article 56(3) of the
1965 Washington Convention, to the effect that a party-appointed arbitrator
who resigns without the consent of the arbitral tribunal (i.e. the other two
members) would not be replaced by another party-appointed arbitrator but by
one who would be appointed by either the third arbitrator (chairman) or a
specified appointing authority.

•
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CHAPTER IV. JURISDICTION OF ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL

Article 16. Competence to rule on own ju~isdiction

(1) The arbitral tribunal has the power to rule on its own jurisdiction,
including any objections with respect to the existence or validity of the
arbi tration agreement. For that purpose, an arbitration clause which forms
part of a contracl shall be lreated as an agreement independent of the olher
terms of the contract. A decision by the arbitral tribunal that the contract:
is null and void shall not entail ipso jure the invalidity of the arbitration
clause.

(2) A plea that the arbilral tribunal does not have jurisdiction shall be
raised not later than in the statement of defence. A party is not precluded
from raising such a plea by the fact that he has appointed, or participat.ed in
the appointment of, an arbitrator. A plea that the arbilral tribunal is
exceeding the scope of its authority shall be raised promptly after the
arbitral tribunal has indicated its intention to decide on the matter alleged
to be beyond the scope of its authority. The arbitral tribunal may, in either
case, admit a later plea if it considers the delay justified.

(3) The arbitral tribunal may rule on a plea referred to in paragraph (2) of
this article either as a preliminary question or in an award on the merits.
In either case, a ruling by lhe arbitral tribunal that it has jurisdiction may
be contested by any party only in an action for setting aside the arbitral
award.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 34, 81-83
A/CN.91232, paras. 47-48, 146--150. 152-157
A/CN.9/245, paras. 58-65
A/CN.91246, paras. 49-52, 54-56

COMMENTARY

A. "Kompetenz-Kompetenz" and separabi li ty doctrine. paragraph (l)

1. Article 16 adopts the important principle that it is initially and
primarily for the arbitral tribunal itself to determine whelher it has
jurisdiction, subject to ultimate court control (see below. paras. 12-14).
Paragraph (1) grants the arbitral tribunal the power to rule on its own
jurisdiction, including any objections with respect to the exislence or
validity of the arbitration agreement. This power, often referred to as
"Kompetenz-Kompetenz", is an essential and widely accepted feature of modern
international arbitration but, at present, is not yet recognized in all
national laws.

2. The same is true with regard to the second principle adopted in article
16(1), i.e. the doctrine of separability (or autonomy) of the arbitration
clause. This doctrine complements the power of the arbilral tribunal to
determine its own jurisdiction in that it calls for treating such a clause as
an agreement independent of the other terms of the contract. A finding by the
arbitral tribunal that the contract is null and void, therefore, does not
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require the conclusion that the arbitration cl..... is inv.Ud. Th....bltrd
tribunal would, thus, not lack jurisdiction to d.clde on th. nuUltJot the
contract (and on fUl'ther issues .ubmittedte It)unbu itflnd.th.ttM,
defect which c.use. the nulUt, of the contractdfech aho tb•.arbitr.Uon
Clause Hself. It ma, be ..nUoned thatth••rincipl. of ••parablllt, .••
adopted in article 16(1), in contrast to .....tiond law. wldeb dilUtS..I.h
in this respect between initial defects andlat.rsround. of nulllt"appU••
whatever be the nature of the defect.

3. Artlcle 16 doe. not state accordins towhlch law the .l'b{trd trl"'••l
would cJetermlne the various possible tu.... r.taUnl to it. jurhcUcUon. It
is .ub.Bitled that the applicable law should b•. the ..... as th.t. whiCh the
Court .pecitled in arUcle 6 would appl, in .etUnl asid.proc••dl.'.......r
article 34, .ince the.. proceedln,s eon.titutetla. ulti.ate court control ov.r
the arbitral tribunal'. decision <articl. 16(3». This would .... tbat th.
capacH, of the parties .nd the vaUdit, of the arbitraUon .lr."Atwould b.
decided accordinl to the law determined pur.u..' to the rule. contained·la
article 34(2)(8)( i) and th.t the quesUon of .rbitr.bility and oth.r , ...... 0'
public pollc, would be loverned b, the l.w of "thhst.t." (s•• pr....t t ••t
of arUcl. 34(2)(b». ll/As re,.rd. the.. latter hsue,. lftcludlal
arbitrablllt" it is further submitted that the.rbltral trlbu••l. U~e the
Court under article 3.(7)(b), should aake a det.nabaUon t'Offldo, I.e.
even without any p1e. by a part, as referred to in .rticle 16(2).··11.1

B. Time-Haits for rahbl obJecUol•• ,.F.lr,,!! u)
4. Par.arap!! (2) deal. witb the possible ple. of a part, th.t the .rbitral
tribunal does not have jurisdiction to decid. the ca.e b.for. it or that it Is
exceedin, the scope of its authorit,. It ai.s, in partlculaF, .t .nsurinl
that .n, .uch objections are raised without del.J.

5. The respondent _~ not invoke lact of jurisdiction .fter su_ltUnl bll
statement of defence (.s referred to in article 23(1», ual••• th.arbltral
tribunal .dmit•• later plea since it contlder. the dela,- ju,tltl.d. '11th
respect to a countel'-claim, which i. no lon,.r d••lt with expre••1J in the
text, 1!1 the relev.nt cut-off point would b. the ti...t which the cl.i.ant
.ubmit. hi. repl, thereto.

6. As st.ted in the second sentence of p'Falr.pb (2), the r.spondeat I. not
precluded trea tnvokln, l.ck of jurisdiction b, tbe fact th.t he b••
• ppointed, or participated in the .ppointment of, an .rbitr.tor. n.s, If,

52/ A.. relards .ub-paralraph (i), the r.fer.nc. to the 1•., of "tbh
state" i. t.ntative and controver.ial, .e. c~.tar, to .rtlcl. 34, p.r•. 12.

~I If the Commi •• ion were to accept tb', lat.rpret.tion, It ••J .,I.b to
con.ider expre•• in, this under.tandin, in tb. t ••t 0' .rtlc1. 16, po.,ibl,
combined with a provi.ion on the effect, and It, li.lt., of • waiv.r or
.ubmission, a. discu.sed below, ,.r••. 1-10.

541 The Workinl Group, at its .eventh ,e•• lon, decided to d.l.t., .t the
end of the first s.nhnc. of articl. 16(2), the words "or, with r ••p.ct to •
counter-claim, in the rep1, to the counter-c1.im", on the under.tandlns that
anJ provisions of the model law raferrinl to t.he claim would .ppl" utatil
mutandis, to a counter-c1.im (A/CN.9/246, p.ra. 196).
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de.pite hh objections, he prefet's not. t.o remain puslYe but. t.o take part in,
and exert influence on, the constit.ution of the arbitral tribunal, which would
eventuall, t"ule onbis objections, he n.ed not malte a reservation, as would be
neee..arj'und.r 1011. national 1awI for exeluding t.he effect of wdver or
lubmiuion.

7. Th. lecond t,pe of plea dealt wHh in paragraph (2), wbich is that the
arbitral tribunal isexc.eding the leope of Hs authority. must be rdsed
prolllpUyatter the tribunal has indicated its intention to deetde on the
~atter alleged to be beyond the ·s.cope of lts aut.hority; her. again, a later
plea may b. adaltted if the arbitral tribunal considers the delay to be
justified. Whlle any inltance of the arbit.ral t.ribunal'. exceeding its
authority may often occur or beeo~ cert.ain only in t.he context of the award
or oth.r decidon, tbe above time-Hmit would be relevant. and useful in those
c.... where there are cl.ar indications at an earlierst.age, for example,
where the arbitral tribunal r.quests evidence relating to an issue not
lubmitted to it.

C. .ff.et of.fai1ur. to rahe plea

8. the model law doel not Itate whether a party's failure to raise his
objections within the time-llmit set by article 16( 2) has effect at the
pOlt-award stage. the pertinent. observation of the Working Group was that a
part.y who failed .to raise the plea al required under article 16(2) should be
precluded from railin& such obj.ctlons not only during the later stages of the
arbit.ra1 proc••dingl but a110 in other contexts, in particular, in s.tting
aside proce.dings or enforcement proceedings, subject. to certain limits such
al public policy, including t.hose relating to arbit.rability. 111

9. It is lubmitt.d that this observation accordswit.h the purpose underlying
paragraph (2) and mIght appropriately be expressed in the model law. 561 It
would mean, in practical terms, that any objection, for example, t.o t.he
validity of the arbitration agreement may not later be invoked as a ground for
letting alide under article 34(2)(a)(i) or for requesling, under article
36(1)(a)(i), refusal of recognition or enforcement. of an award (made under
this Law); these provisions on grounds for setting aside or refusing
recognition or enforcement would remaIn applicable and of practical relevance
to thOle cues where a party raised t.he plea in time but without success or
where a party did not. participate in the arbitration, at least not submit a
st.atement or take part in hearings on the substance of the dispute.

11/ A/CN.9/246, para. 51.
561 Thi' underltanding would also be In line with t.he one accepted by the

Worting Group on the effect of a waIver under article 4, concerning
non-compliance with a non-mandatory provision of the model law or a clause of
the arbitration &&reement (lee eOlllllentar, to article 4, para. 6).
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10. As expressed in the above observation of the Working Group, there are
limits to the effect of a party's failure to raise his objections. These
limits arise from the fact that certain defects such as violation of public
policy, including non-arbitrability, cannot be cured by submission to the
proceedings. Accordingly, such grounds for lack of jurisdiction would be
decided upon by a court in accordance with article 34(2)(b) or, as regards
awards made under this Law, article 36(1)(b) even if no party had raised any
objections in this respect during the arbitral proceedings. It may be added
that this result is in harmony with the understanding (stated above, para. 3)
that these latter issues are to be determined by the arbitral tribunal ex
officio.

D. Ruling by arbitral tribunal and judicial control. parasraph (3)

11. Objections to the arbitral tribunal's jurisdiction go to the very
foundation of the arbitration. Jurisdictional questions are, thus, antecedent
to matters of substance and usually ruled upon first in a separate decision,
in order to avoid possible waste of lime and costs. However, in some cases,
in particular, where the question of juriSdiction is intertwined with the
substantive issue, it may be appropriate to combine the ruling on jurisdiction
with a partial or complete decision on the merits of the case. Article 16(3),
therefore, grants the arbitral tribunal discretion to rule on a plea referred
to in paragraph (2) either as a preliminary question or in an award on the
merits.

12. As noted earlier (above, para. 1), the power of the arbitral tribunal to
rule on it.s own competence is subject to judicial control. Where a ruling by
the arbitral tribunal that it has jurisdiction is, exceptionally, included in
an award on the merits, it is obvious that the judicial control of that ruling
would be exercised upon an application by the objecting party for the setlint
aside of that award. The less clear, and in fact controversial, case is where
such affirmative ruling is made on a plea as a preliminary question. The
solution adopted in article 16(3) is that also in this case judicial control
may be sought only after the award on the merits is rendered, namely in
setting aside proceedings (and, although this is not immediately clear from ~

the present text, 1I/ in any recogrtition or enforcement proceedings). ~

51/ The reason for referring in article 16(3) only to the application for
setting aside was that the thrust of this provision concerns the faculty of an
objecting party to attack the arbitral tribunal's ruling by initiating court
proceedings for review of that ruling. However, the Commission may wish to
consider the appropriateness of adding, for the sake of clarity, a reference
to recognition or enforcement proceedings, which, although initiated by t~.

other party, provide a forum for the objecting party to invoke lack of
jurisdiction as a ground for refusal (under article 36(1)(a)(1».
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13. It was for the purpose of preventing dilatory tactics and abuse of any
immediate right to appeal that this solution was adopted, reinforced by the
deletion of previous draft article 17, which provided for concurrent court
control. 581 The disadvantage of thi s solution, as was pointed out. by the
proponents of immediate court control, is that it may lead to considerable
waste of time and money where, after lengthy proceedings with expensive
hearings and taking of evidence, the Court sets aside the award for lack of
jurisdiction.

14. It is submitted that the weight of these two conflicting concerns, i.e.
fear of dilatory tactics and obstruction versus waste of time and money, is
difficult to assess at a general level imagining all possible cases. It seems
that the assessment could betler be made with respect to each particular
case. Thus, it may be worth considering giving the arbitral tribunal
discretion, based on its assessment of the actual potential of these concerns,
to cast its ruling in the form either of an award, which would be subject to
instant court control, 591 or of a procedural decision which may be contested
only in an action for setting aside the later award on the merits. In
considering this suggestion, which would help to avoid the present
inconsistency between article 16(3) and article 13(3), thought may be given to
adopting the special elements of article 13(3) designed to minimize the risk
of dilatory tactics, i.e. short time--1imit for resort to court, finality of
court decision, discretion of arbitra1 tribunal to continue proceedings.

581 A/CN.9/246 paras. 52-56. The text of article 17, which covered not
only the case of article 16(3), i.e. ruling of arbitral tribunal affirming its
juriSdiction, was as follows:

"Article 17. Concurrent court control

(I) [Notwithstanding the provisions of article 16,] a party may [at any
time] request the CourtliJpecified in article 6 to decide whether a valid
arbitration agreement exists and [, if arbitral proceedings have
commenced,] whether the arbitral tribunal has jurisdiction [with regard
to the dispute referred to it].

(2) While such issue is pending with the Court, the arbi tra1 tdbunal may
continue the proceedings [unless the Court orders a stay of the arbitral
proceedings]."

591 It may be noted that the present solution in article 16(3) does not
give the arbitral tribunal that option, irrespective of whether a ruling on
jurisdiction would be classified as an "award"; as to the desirability of
including in the model law a definition of "award", see commentary to article
34, para. 3.
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15. Article 16(3) does not regulate the case where the arbitral tribun.l
rules that it has no jurisdiction. A previous draft provi.ion which .110wed
recourse to the court, not necessarily with the aim of forcing the .rbitr.tor.
to continue the proceedings but in order to obtain • d.<:1Il08 on the .d.~ence

of a valid arbitration agreement, was not ret.in.d by the Working Group. §I!
It wu st.ated t.hat .uch ruling of the arbltral ttlbunal wufinal .nd binding
as regards t.hese .rbltral proceedings but. did not ..ttl. t.he questioD wh.th.r
the substantlve claim was to be decided by • court or. by an .rbltral
tribun.l. It. is submitted th.t it thus depends on the gener.l 1•• on
arbitr.tion or civil procedure whether court control on .uch ruling ••y be
sought, other than by w.y of request in any substantive proc••ding•••
r.ferred to in article 8(1).

* * ..

Articl. 18. Power of arbit.ral tribun.l to ord.r lpt.ri.....ur.s

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the arbitral tribunal may, .t the
request. of a p.tty, order any party to tat••uch tnt.rim .easur. of prot.ction
as the arbitral tribunal may consider n.c.s.ary in r.sp.ct of the
subject-matter of t.he dhput.. n ••rblt.ral tribunal .ay require an, party to
provide security for the costs of such ..a.ur••

REfBRENCES

A/CN.9/2l6, paras. 65-69
A/CN.9/232, paras. 119-123
AleN.9/245, paras. 70-72
A/CN.9/246, paras. 57-59

COMMENTARY

1. According t.o article 18, the atblt.ral tribunal ha. the impli.d powet,
unless excluded by agreement of the parties, to orcler aDyparty to t.k. luc.h
interim measure of protection as the .rbitral t.ribun.l con.ider. n.c••••ry in
respect of the subject~atter of the di.pute. The ,eneral purpose of .uch
order would b. to prevent or .inimiz. any dis.dvanta,e which ••y b. due to t.he
duration of the arbitral proceedings unUl the fha.at ..tU••ent of the dispute
and the implementation of its result.

601 A/CN.9/245, pat.s. 62-64. The delet.ed provision read al follows: "A
ruling by the arbitra1 tribunal that it hat no jurisdiction may be contested
by any party within 30 days before the Court specified in article [6]".
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2. PracUcal ex..ple. of lateri~ ••asures deSlgned to prevent or mitigate
10.. iftclud. the pt•••".U~n, ~u..t.odl or sale of goods which are the
.ubj.ct......tt., ortb. dhpu~. ,'How,ver. article 18 is pot limited to sates
tran••ctlo•• and would. for ex..ph. cover measure. de~lgned provisionall, to
d.t.nal". and ...t.blll&.~!tl,.r.l.tlonlblpof the parties in • long-tent
proj.ct. Ixaaple. of .uclI~.ylundi" orders include the use or
m.l.t••••c. of ..chin•• or'woTts or the continuation of a certain phase of a
con.trueUQn if n.e....r' to pr.vent irreparable hn•. !Pla.U,. an order ma,
••rv. the purpo•• of ••cutingCtvid.ftc. whleb would otherwise be unavailable at
a 1.t.r .ta,. of th. proe•••t.•••.

3. A. la cl.ar frOll tJa. t.xt of .rticle 18. the interim measure must relate
to the .u.bj.ct-••t.t.r of the dhput. and the order .., It••ddressed onl, to a
p.rt,(or both p.rth.) .fhh r••triction,. wtalcbfol10w. from the fact th.t
the .rbltral tribunal derive. n. Juthdictlon from th••rbitr.tion .sr....nt.
eonstitut•• one ofetb...ln t.ctor. narrowing tb••cop. of .rticl. 18 ••
c~.r.d with the coallder'bl, wid.r rang. of court m••sur•• envi ••g.d under
.rtiele 9. ill

•• ..other ••jor diff.r.nc. is th.t .rticle 18 n.ither gr.nts tb••rbitral
trlbun.l the pow.r to entorce its ord.r. nor provI4•• for judici.l enforcement
of hch ord.rs of the .rb.ltral tribunal; an e.rlier dr.ft provision .nvb.glog
••art ...ht.nc. la thl8, r ••p.ct w•• not retain.d b, the Working Croup.
••v.rth.l•••• it w•• under.tood th.t • st.te would not b. preelud.d froa
rend.rifts .uch.uht.nee lander it. procedural l.w, ill wh.ther b, providing
judiei.l .nforc.ment or bl ..pow.ring the .rbitral tribun.l to take certain
....ur•• of compul.ion.

5. y.t ••v.n witholat .ueh pouibiUt, ot enforc.ment, the power of th.'
nbltral tribunal under.rUde 18 it of pr.ctical value. It seems prob.b1.
th.t • p.rt, Will eaapl, with the ord.r .nd t.k. the ••asure consid.red -
n.c••••r' b, the .rbitr.tor. who••ft.r .11. will b. the on" to decide th.c.... 'rill. prob.bUit, ma, b. lacr....d b, the UI8 of the power to r.quire
.n, p.rt, to provide ••curit, for the co.t. of .uch ....ur•• in p.rticla1.r
wIl.r. the .rbitr&1 trllMan.l would ord.r the oth.r part, to provide .ueh
••eurit" which, it it .ubmitt.d•••y .110 eov.r .n, pouibl. d...g••.
rln.l1,. if • p.rt, do•• not take the interim ....ur. of prot.ctlon •• order.d
bJ the .rbltr&1t.llnan.1, .uch f.Uur , be t.t.n into .ccount ift the fiftal
decl.lon. 1. ,artleul•• in .nJ nt of'd , ••.

* * *

ill Se. co.m.ntar, to .rtle1. 9, p.r••. 4-5.
III .'01.9/245. p.r•. 12.
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CHAPTER V. CONDUCT OF ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS

Article 19. Determination of rules of procedure

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Law. tbe parties are free to agree on
the procedure to be followed by the arbitral tribunal in conducting the
proceedings.

(2) Failing such agreement. the arbitral tribunal may. subject. to lhe
provisions of this Law, conduct the arbitration in such manner as it considers
appropriate. The power conferred upon the arbitral tribunal includes the power
to determine the admissibility. relevance. materiality and weight of anJ
evidence.

(3) In either case, the parties shall be treated with equality and each party
shall be given a full opportunity of presenting his case.

RF.(i'ERF~NCES

A/CN.9/216. para. 56
A/CN.91232. paras. 101·106
A/CN.9/245. paras. 73-75
A/CN.9/246. paras. 60-63

COMMENTARY

"Magna Carta of Arbitral Procedure"

1. Article 19 may be regarded as the most important provision of the model
law. It goes a long way towards establishing procedural autonomy by
recognizing the parties' freedom to lay down the rules of procedure (para
graph (1» and by granting the arbitral tribunal. failing agreement of the
parties. wide discretion as to how lo conduct the proceedings (paragraph (2»,
both subject to fundamental principles of fairness (paragraph (3». Taken
together with the other provisions on arbitral procedure, a liberal framework
is provided to suit the great variety of needs and circumstances of
international cases. unimpeded by local peculiarities and traditional
standards which may be found in the existing domestic law of the place.

Freedom of parties to lax down procedural rules, paragraph (1)

2. Paragraph (I) guarantees the freedom of the parties to determine the
rules on how their chosen method of dispute settlement will be implemented.
This allows lhem lo tailor the rules according to their specific needs and
wishes. They may do so by preparing their own individual set of rules or. as
clarified in article 2(d), by referring to standard rules for institutional
(supervised or administered) arbitration or for pure ad hoc arbitration. The
parties may. thus, take full advantage of the services of permanent arbitral
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institutions or of established arbitration practices of trade associations.
They may choose those features familiar to them and even opt for a procedure
which is anchored in a particular legal system. However, if they refer to a
given law on civil procedure, including evidence, such law would be applicable
by virtue of their choice and not by virtue of being the national law.

3. Th& freedom of the parties is subject only to the provisions of the model
law, that is, to its mandatory provisions. The most fundamental of such
provisions, frdm which the parties may not derogate, is the one contained in
paragraph (3). Other such provisions concerning the conduct of the
proceedings or the making of the award are contained in articles 23(1),
24(2)-(4),27,30(2),31(1), (3), (4),32 and 33(1), (2), (4), (5).

Procedural discretion of arbitral tribunal, paragraph ~2)

4. Where the parties have not agreed, before or during the arbitral
proceedings, 63/ on the procedure (i.e. at least not on the particular matter
at issue), the arbitral tribunal is empowered to conduct the arbitration in
such manner as it considers appropriate, subject only to the provision~ of the
model law which often set forth special features of the discretionary powers
(e.g. articles 23(2), 24(1), (2), 25) and sometimes limit the discretion to
ensure fairness (e.g. articles 19(3),24(3), (4),26(2». As stated in
paragraph (2), this power includes t.he power to determine the admissibility,
relevance, materiality and weight of any evidence. 64/ This, in turn,
includes the power of the arbitral tribunal to adopt its own rules of
evidence, although that is no longer expressed in the text.

5. Except where the parties have laid down detailed and stdngent rules of
procedure, including evidence, the discretionary powers of the arbitral
tribunal are considerable in view of the fact that the model law, with its few
provisions limiting the procedural discretion, provides a liberal framework.
This enables the arbitral tribunal to meet the needs of the particular case
and to select the most suitable procedure when organizing the arbitration,
conducting individual hearings or other meetings and determining the important
specifics of taking and evaluating evidence.

63/ As was noted by the Working Group, the freedom of the parties under
paragraph (1) to agree on the procedure is a continuing one throughout the
arbitral proceedings and not limited, for example, to the time before the
first arbitrator is appointed (A/CN.9/246, para. 63). It is submitted,
however, that the parties themselves may in their original agreement limit
their freedom in this way if they wish their arbitrators to know from the
start 'under what procedural rules they are expected to act.

64/ Not regulated in article 16 (or any other provision of the mddel law)
is the question which party bears the burden of proof, as, e.g., answered in
article 24(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules as follows: "Each party shall
have the burden of proving the facts relied on to support his claim or
defence".
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6. In practical terms. the arbitrator. would be able to adopt the procedural
features familiar. or at least acceptable. to the parties (and to the.). For
example. where both parties are from a common law system. the arbitral
tribunal may rely on affidavits and order pre-hearing discovery to a greater
extent than in a case with parties of civil law tradition. where. to ..ntion
another example. the mode of proceeding. could be more inquisitorial than
adversary. Above all. where the parties are from different legal syst•••• the
arbitral tribunal may use a liberal "mixed" procedure. adopting suitable
features from different legal systems and relying on techniques proven in
international practice. and. for instance. let partiel. pr.sent their cue as
they themselves judge best. Such procedural discretion in all th.se cases
see.s conducive to facilitating international ce...rcial arbitratioD. whUe
being forced to apply the "law of the land" where the arbitration happ.ns to
take place would present a major disadvantage to any party not used to that
particular and possibly peculiar system of procedure and evidence.

Fundamental requirements of fairnes •• pafalraph (3)

7. Paragraph (3) adopts basic notions of fairness inrequirlnc that the
parties be treated with equality and each party be given a full opportunity of
presenting his case. As expressed by the words "in either eau". the,e
fundamental requirements shall be complied with not only by the arbitral
tribunal when using its discretionary powers under paragraph (2) but al.o by
the parties when using their freedom under paragraph (1) to lay down the rule,
of procedure. It is submitted that these principles. in view of their
fundamental nature. are to be followed in all procedural contexts. includinl.
for example. the procedures referred to in article. 13 and 14.

8. The principles. which paragraph (3) states in a general manner. are
implemented and put in more concrete form by provisions .uch as article. 24
(3). (4) and 26(2). 65/ Other provisions. such a. articles 16(2). 23(2) and
25(c). present certain refinement. or restrictions in specific procedural
contexts in order to ensure efficient and expedi.nt proc.eding.. The.e latter
provisions. which like all other provisions of the model law are in ha~ny

with the principles laid down in article 19(3). make it clear that "full
opportunity of presenting one's case" does not entitle a party to obstruct the
proceedings by dilatory tactics and. for example. present any objection••
amendments. or evidence only on the eve of the award.

!!/ Another example would be article 24(2). although there .ay b••a.e
doubt whether this provision as presently drafted fully i.pl••ent. and accord.
with the requirement that each party shall be Ilyen a full opportunlty of
presenting his ca.e (.ee commentary to article 24. para.•).
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9. Of cour.e. tbe arbit-ral tribunal must be guided. and indeed abide. by
tbh principle wb.n d.terminin& tbeappropriat. conduct. of tbe proceedings.
for .x..,le, when fixinC time-limit. for subMi •• ion of .t.at.em.nts or evidence
or When ••tab1tsbios t.b. moda1itl •• of b.arinss. It mu.t.. for instanc•• not
requlremor. troll a party t.han what. may b. reasonably .xp.cted under the
circumst.anc.s. With re,ard to tb. observat.ion of t.beWorking Group noted in
tbe co-.entar, to arUc1e 12 (para. 5). it migbt b. doubted whether a party is
,iven a full opportunit.yof present.ing his case where, although he is able to
.tat, in full bls claim and the evidence supporting it. the conduct of an
arbitrat.or rev.als clearly lack of comp.t.ence or of another qualification
required of bia by agreement of the part.ies.

~ Articl. 20. Place of arbitration

(1) the part.ies are free to alree on the place of arbitration. Failing such
..'r....nt.th. place of arbitration shan be d.teNined by the arbitral
tribunal.

(2) reotwlth.tandln,tbe provisions of paragraph (1) ofthls article. the
arbitra1 tribunal may, unle.s otherwise agreed by the parties, meet at any
place it. con.iders appropriate for consult.at.ion amonl its members, for hearing
witn••••• , experts or the part.ies, or for inspection of goods. ot.her property,
or docuaeat••

RErElneES

A/CI.9/216. paras. 53-55
A/CN.9/232, para•. 99-100. 112-113
A/CN.9/245. paras. 76-79
A/CI.9/246. paras. 64-65

p.t.~i••tlop of p1ac, of .rbitration. p.ralraph (1)

1. Paralraph (1) recognizes the freedom of t.he part.ies t.o alree on the place
of arbitration. Th. partles may .ither t.hemse1ves determine that place or, as
i. clear from article 2(c). authorize a third party, including an institution,
to make that determination. Fai1inl any such alreement, the place of
arbitration shall be det.rmined by the arbitral tribunal.

2. The place of arbitration is of 1ela1 relevance in three respects. First,
it is one of the various possible factors establishing the internat.iona1 .
character of tbe arbitration, provided it is determined in, or pursuant to,
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the arbitration agreement (article 1(2)(b)(i». Second, it is a connecting
factor for the ..territorial" applicability of the model law, either as
exclusive criterion, if the Commission adopts the view prevailing in the
Working Group, or as subsidiary connecting factor, if the model law would in
its final form allow the parties to select a procedural law other than that of
the state where the arbitration is held. 66/ Third, the place of arbitration
is, by virtue of article 31(3), the place of origin of the award and as such
relevant in the context of recognition or enforcement proceedings, in
particular, by determining, for the purposes of article 36(1)(a)(v), ..the
country in which ... that award was made".

Meeting at place other than place of arbitration. paragraph (2)

3. The factual significance of the place of arbitration, in particular when
determined by the parties themselves, is that, in principle, the arbitral
proceedings, including any hearings or other meetings, would be expected to be
held at that place. However, there may be good reasons for meeting elsewhere,
not merely in the case where a change of locale is necessary (e.g. for
purposes of inspection of premises). For example, where witnesses are to be
heard or where the arbitrators meet among themselves for consultations,
another place may be more appropriate for the sake of convenience of the
persons involved and for keeping down the costs of the arbitration. Yet
another of the many possible considerations would be to balance the parties'
own expenses by scheduling some of the meetings at the place of one party and
some of the meetings at the place of the other party.

4. For all such purposes, paragraph (2) empowers the arbitral tribunal,
unless otherwise agreed by the parties, to meet at any place it considers
appropriate for consultation among its members, for hearing witnesses, experts
or (only) the parties, or for inspection of goods, other property, or
documents.

Article 21. Conwencement of arbitral proceedings

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the arbitral proceedings in respect of
a particular dispute commence on the date on which a request for that dispute
to be referred to arbitration is received by the respondent.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/233, paras. 21-23
A/CN.9/245, paras. 24-27
A/CN.9/246, paras. 66-67

66/ See remarks on the territorial scope of application of the model law
in commentary to article I, paras. 4-6.
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CotftIIENTARY

1. Article 21 provides a rule for determining the point of time at which the
arbitral proceedings in respect of a parUcular dispute commence. Such
determination is relevant not only for the purposes of the model law itself
but also for legal consequences regulated in other laws, e.g. cessation or
interruption of any limitation period.

2. The relevant point of time is the date on which a request for the
particular dispute to be referred to arbitration is received by the
respondent. §1/ Such request, whether in fact called "request", "notice",
"application" or "statement of claim", must identify the particular dispute
and make clear that arbitration is resorted to thereby and not, for example,
indicate merely the intention of later initiating arbitra1 proceedings.

3. As stated in the text, the parties may derogate from this provision and
select a different point of time. To take an example which is not uncommon in
institutional arbitration, they may agree, by reference to the institutional
rules. that the relevant date is the one on which the request for arbitration
is received by the arbitral institution.

* * *

Article 22. Lansuage

(1) The parties are free to agree on the language or languages to be used in
the arbitral proceedings. Failing such agreement. the arbitra1 tribunal shall
determine the language or languages to be used in the proceedings. This
agreement or determination. unless otherwise specified therein. shall apply to
any written statement by a party. any hearing and any award, decision or other
communication by the arbitra1 tribunal.

(2) The arbitra1 tribunal may order that any documentary evidence shall be
accompanied by a translation into the language or languages agreed upon by the
parties or determined by the arbitra1 tribunal.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/233. paras. 27-30
A/CN.9/245. paras. 34-36
A/CN.9/246. paras. 68-70

COMMENTARY

1. Article 22 deals with an issue which, while not commonly dealt with in
national laws on arbitration. is of considerable practical importance in
international commercial arbitration. i.e. the determination of the language

671 As to what constitutes "receipt" and when a communication is received
or deemed to be received, see article 2(e).
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or languages to be used in the arbitral proceedings. It is clear from this
provision. if there ever could be any doubt on this point. that the arbitral
proceedings are not subject to any local language requirement. for example,
any "official" language or languages for court proceedings at the place of
arbi tration.

2. According to paragraph (1). it is primarily for the parties to determine
the language or languages of the arbitral proceedings. Autonomy of the
parties is particularly important here since such determination affects their
position in the proceedings and the expediency and costs of the arbitration.
They are in the best position to judge, for example. whether a single language
would be feasible and acceptable or. if more than one language need be used.
which languages they should be. An agreement by the parties would have the
advantage of providing certainty on that point from the start. It would also
assist in selecting suitable arbitrators and save the arbitrators. upon their
appointment. from having to make a procedural decision, which in practice
often turns out to be a rather delicate one.

3. Where the parties have not settled the language question. the arbitral
tribunal will make that determination in accordance with paragraph (1). In
doing so. it will take into account the factors mentioned above and the
language capabilities of the arbitrat.ors themselves. Above all. it must
comply with the fundamental principles laid down in article 19(3).

4. However. it is submitted. these principles do not necessarily mean that
the language of each party must be adopted as a language ..to be used in the
arbitral proceedings". For instance. where parties have used only one
language in their business dealings, in particular in their contract and their
correspondence. a decision by the arbitral tribunal to conduct the proceedings
in this language would not ~ se conflict with the principle of equal
treatment of the parties or deprive that party whose language is not adopted
from having a full opportunity of presenting his case. That party may, in
fact. use his language in any hearing or other meeting but he must arrange, or
at least pay. for the interpretation into the language of the proceedings. As
this example may show. the determination of the language or languages to be
used is, to a certain degree. a decision on costs. To use the opposite
example, in the case of proceedings with two languages any cost for
interpretation or translation between the two languages would form part of the
overall costs of the arbitration and as such be borne in principle by the
unsuccessful party (cf., e.g. article 40(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules).

5. Article 22 indicates the scope of the determination of the language or
languages by listing those items which must be in such language, i.e. any
written statement by a party, any hearing and any award, decision or other
communication by the arbitral tribunal. Yet, the parties or the arbitrators
may determine the scope differently. As regards documentary evidence,
paragraph (2) leaves it to the arbitral tribunal to decide whether and to what
extent translation into the language of the proceedings is required. This
discretion is appropriate in view of the fact that such documents may be
voluminous and only in part truly relevant to the dispute.

:It :It :It
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Article 23. statements of claim and defence

(1) Within the period of time agreed by the parties or determined by the
arbitral tribunal, the claimant shall state the facts supporting his claim,
the points at issue and the relief or remedy sought, and the respondent shall
state his defence in respect of these particulars. The parties may annex to
their statements all documents they consider to be relevant or may add a
reference to the documents or other evidence they will submit.

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, either party may amend or
supplement his claim or defence during the course of the arbitral proceedings,
unless the arbitral tribunal considers it inappropriate to allow such
amendment having regard to the delay in making it or prejudice to the ot.her
party or any other circumstances.

e REFERENCES

A/CN.9/233, paras. 24-26
A/CN.91245, paras. 29-30, 33
A/CN.9/246, paras. 71-73

COMMENTARY

Essential contents of statement of claim or defence. paragraph (1)

1. Paragraph (1) deals with the preparation of the case in writing. The
firsl sentence sets forth those elements of the initial pleadings which are
essential for defining the dispute on which the arbitral tribunal is to give a
decision. It is then up to the arbitral tribunal to require further
statements or explanations, under its general power of article 19(2). The
required contents of the inilial statement of claim and of the respondent's
reply may be regarded as so basic and necessary as to conform with all
established arbitration systems and rules. It is in this spirit that the
provision does not go into particulars such as to whom the statements must be
addressed. 68/

2. Nevertheless, it is submitted that the prOViSion should be non-mandatory,
at least as regards its details. For example, arbitration rules may describe
these essential contents in slightly different form or may require their
inclusion already in the initial request for arbitration, in which case the
reference in paragraph (1) to the period of time would be obsolete.

3. The second sentence of paragraph (1) leaves it to each party, and his
procedural strategy, whether to submit all relevant documents or at least
refer to the documenls or other evidence at this stage. While these documents
or listing of evidence are, thus, not part of the essential contents of the
initial pleadings, the parties are not fully at liberty to select the point of
time for revealing or submitting the documents or other evidence they intend
to rely on. Unless specific provision is made in the arbitration agreement,

68/ Article 24(4) ensures that any statement submitted to the arbitral
tribunal would be communicated to the other party.
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the arbitral tribunal may, in its general discretion under article 19(2),
require a party to submit a summary of the documents and other evidence which
that party intends to present in support of his claim or def'enee and, as is
clear from article 25(c), require a party to produce documents, exhibits or
other evidence within a certain period of time.

Amending or supplementing the claim or defence. paragraph (2)

4. Paragraph (2) leaves it to the discretion of the arbitral tribunal to
determine, on the basis of certain criteria, whether a party may amend or
supplement his statement of claim or defence. One major criterion would be
the extent and the reason for the delay in making the amendment (or
supplement 69/). Another criterion would be prejudice to the other party,
i.e. procedural prejudice (such as upsetting the normal course of the
proceedings or unduly delaying the final settlement of the dispute as defined
in the initial pleadings). Yet, since there may be further reasons which
would make it inappropriate to allow any later amendment, the arbitral
tribunal may, under paragraph (2), take into account "any other circumstances",

5. However, there is one important point in respect of which the arbitral
tribunal has no discretion at all: The amendment or supplement must not
exceed the scope of the arbitration agreement. This restriction, while not
expressed in the article, seems self-evident in view of the fact that the
jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal is based on, and given within the limits
of, that agreement.

6. Paragraph (2), as stated therein, is non-mandatory. The parties may,
thus, derogate therefrom and provide, for example, that amendments are
generally prohibited or that they are allowed as a matter of right or that
they are subject to specified limits.

Analogous "'!'pp'lication to counter-claim and set-off

7. As noted earlier, ~I the model law no longer refers expressly to
counter-claims but any provision referring to the claim would apply, mutatis
mutandis, to a counter-claim. Thus, paragraph (1) would provide, by analogy,
that the respondent shall state the facts supporting his counter-claim, the
points at issue and the relief or remedy sought, and that he may annex all
documents he considers to be relevant or may add a reference to the documents
or other evidence he will submit in support of his counter-claim. It is
submitted that th~ same would apply to a claim relied on by the respondent for
the purpose of a set-off.

8. As regards paragraph (2), the analogy takes two forms. The first is a
true analogy with the claim, that is, the respondent may amend or supplement
his counter-claim unless the arbitral tribunal considers it inappropriate to
allow such amendment for any of the reasons listed in paragraph (2). The
second, and more fundamental, issue covered by analogy is whether the

691 The word "amendment" waG intended by the drafting group to include
"supplement",

701 Commentary to article 16, para. 5, and footnote 54.
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respondent is allowed to "amend or supplement" his statement of defence by
bringing at a later stage a counter-claim or a claim for the purpose of a
set-off. It may be noted that in both cases the above restriction to the
scope of the arbitration agreement applies.

Article 24. Hearings and written proceedings

(l) Subject to any contrary agreement by the parties, the arbitral tribunal
shall decide whether to hold oral hearings or whether the proceedings shall be
conducted on the basis of documents and other malerials.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) oflhis article, if a
party so requests, the arbitral tribunal may, at any appropriate stage of the
proceedings, hold hearings for the presentation of evidence or for oral
argument.

(3) The parties shall be given sufficient advance notice of any hearing and
of any meeting of the arbitral tribunal for inspection purposes.

(4) All statements, documents or other information supplied to the arbitral
tribunal by one party shall be communicated to the other party. Also any
expert report or other document, on which the arbitral tribunal may rely in
making its decision, shall be communicated to the parties.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, para. 57
A/CN.9/232, paras. 107-111, 113
A/CN.9/245, paras. 80-83
A/CN.9/246, paras. 74-80

COMMENTARY

Proceedings with or without oral hearing. paragraphs (1) and (2)

1. Paragraphs (1) and (2) deal with the important procedural question
whether there will be any oral hearing or whether, as is less common, the
arbitral proceedings will be conducted exclusively on the basis Gf documents
and other materials (i .e. as "written proceedings"). Under paragraph (l), the
arbltral tribunal shall decide that question, Il/ subject to any contrary
agreement by the parties and subject to paragraph (2), which should, thus, be
commented upon together with paragraph (1). In order to facilitate
understanding the inter-play of these two paragraphs, it seems advisable to
distinguish three situations.

71/ As a practical matter, "decision" does not mean that the arbi tral
tribunal would have to render a "decree" on this question at an early s.tage
with binding effect for the whole proceedings. What is meant, is a continuing
discretion to determine in the light of the development of the case whether an
oral hearing is needed or at least desirable.
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2. The first situation is that the parties have agreed that there shall be
an opportunity for oral argument or hearings for the presentation of evidence.
either upon request of a party or even without any such specific request. In
such case, which is probably not very common, the arbitral tribunal would have
to comply with that agreement. although a literal interpretation of the words
"notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1)" could lead to the conclusion
that even in such case the arbitra1 tribunal would have discretion as to
whether to follow any later request of a party.

3. The second situation is that the parties have agreed on written
proceedings. In such case. which is probably even less common than the first
one. the arbitral tribunal would have to comply with the wish of the parties
(paragraph (1». However. if a party later requests a hearing. paragraph (2)
empowers the arbitral tribunal to disregard the original agreement of the
parties and, in exercising its discretion. to hold a hearing at an appropriate
stage of the proceedings. 721 The underlying philosophy is that the right of
a party to request a hearing is of such importance. as emphasized by article
19(3). that the parties should not be allowed to exclude it by agreement.
while. on the other hand. it is desirable to envisage a certain control by the
arbitral tribunal in order to avoid its abuse for purposes of delaying or
obstructing the proceedings.

4. The third situation is that the parties have not made any stipulation on
the mode of the proceedings. In such case, which appears to be the most
common of all three situations, the arbitral tribunal would have discretion
under paragraph (1) to decide whether to hold an oral hearing. According to
paragraph (2), it would retain this discretion even if a party requests an
oral hearing. It is submitted that this latter rule, which appears to be the
result of a legislative oversight, 731 should be reconsidered since it may be
regarded as not being consistent with article 19(3). Under the present text,
a party would have the fundamental right to present his views or evidence in
an oral hearing, unrestricted by any discretion of the arbitra1 tribunal, only
if so provided in the agreement of the parties, which, as mentioned above. is
rarely the case and should not be made a necessity by the model law.

5. As regards the particulars of paragraph (2). it may be noted that the
wording "hearings for the presentation of evidence or for oral argument" is
intentionally adopted in such general form. The formula "presentation of
evidence" is intended to cover all possible types of evidence recognized in
various legal systems and potentially admitted under article 19(1) or (2).
e.g. evidence by witness. expert witness. cross-examination of any such
wit ne s s , testimony and cross-examination of a party. ill The formula "oral
argument" is intended to cover arguments not only on the substance of the
dispute but also on procedural issues. lil

III The text set forth in the annex of document A/CN.9/246 speaks of
"any" appropriate stage. However. as is clear from para. 75 of that report.
this is a typographical error; it should read "an" appropriate stage.

731 It appears from the report of the seventh session of the Workinl
Group (A/CN.9/246. paras. 77-78) that the discussion focused on the second
situation and that the view prevailing there, which was to allow a certain
control by the arbitral tribunal. was inadvertently extended to cover the
third situation.

ill As regards the hearing and interrogation of an expert appointed by
the arbitral tribunal. see article 26(2).

lil A/CN.9/245, para. 81.
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Sufficient advance notice. paragraph (3)

6. Paragraph (3) implements in a certain respect the principles of article
19(3) by providing that the parties shall be notified sufficiently in advance
of any hearing and of any meeting of the arbitral tribunal for the purpose of
inspecting goods, other property, or documents. The required notification is
fundamental in that it enables the parties to participate effectively in the
proceedings and to prepare and present their case. It is also fundamental in
that it is a condition, based on the principle of fairness, for continuing the
proceedings in the case of default of a party under article 25(c).

7. Since the provision expresses merely a principle as an essential
requirement, it does not deal with specifics such as who is in fact to notify
the parties (e.g. arbitral tribunal, presiding arbitrator, secretary, or
arbitral institution). It also refrains from setting a fixed period of time,
in view of the great variety of circumstances. While, thus, a period of time
may be agreed upon by the parties, including any reference to arbitration
rules, such agreement (under article 19(1» might not be effective for the
reason that it does not provide for "sufficient" advance notice.

Forwarding of communications. paragraph (4)

8. Paragraph (4) also implements in a certain respect the principles of
article 19(3) by providing that each party shall receive a copy of any
communication by the other party to the arbitral tribunal, and of any expert
report or other document, on which the arbitral tribunal may rely in making
its decision. It is submitted that "other document" means any written
material of similar, i.e. evidentiary, nature (e.g. weather report or exchange
rate listing of a given day).

9. Paragraph (4) is based upon the essential principle that both parties
should have full and equal access to information. It does nol regulate
specifics, such as who is in fact to communicate any statement, report,
document or other information to the party who needs to be informed. It is
submitted, however, that in the instances covered by the first sentence of
paragraph (4) the arbitral tribunal (or an administering institution) is under
a duty either to ensure that a party sends a copy to the other party or itself
to communicate the statement or document of one party to the other party.

Article 25. Default of a party

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, if, without showing sufficient cause,

(a) the claimant fails to communicate his statement of claim in
accordance with article 23 (1), the arbitral proceedings shall be
terminated;

(b) the respondent fails to communicate his statement of defence in
accordance with article 23 (1), the arbitral tribunal shall continue the
proceedings without treating such failure as an admission of the
claimant's allegations;
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(c) any party fails to appear at a hearing or to produce documentary
evidence, the arbitral tribunal may continue the proceedings and make the
award on the evidence before it.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, para. 71
A/CN.9/232, paras. 124-131
A/CN.9/245, paras. 86
A/CN.9/246, paras. 81-84

COMMENTARY

1. Article 25 deals with those cases where a party, in particular the
respondent, fails to play his part in the proceedings in disregard of his
earlier commitment to arbitration. The provision, which is non-mandatory,
lays down the consequences of such failure and thereby ensures the
effectiveness of the parties' agreement.

2. Article 25 would especially contribute to the desired harmonization of
national arbitration laws in view of the fact that some existing laws do not
give effect to ex parte awards. Of course, not only these states would be
opposed to recognizing such an award if they were not convinced that
fundamental requirements of fairness had been met. The model law, therefore,
adopts as procedural safeguards the requirements that the defaulting party had
been requested or notified sufficiently in advance and that he defaulted
without showing sufficient cause therefor.

3. These procedural safeguards are of particular importance in the cases
dealt with in article 25(b) and (c) where the arbitral tribunal is empowered
to continue the arbitral proceedings and make an award. However, for the sake
of completeness, article 25 also covers the case where a party initiates
arbitral proceedings but then fails to communicate his statement of claim
(article 25(a»; in such case, the arbitral proceedings shall be terminated.

4. As regards the failure of the respondent to communicate his statement of
defence, article 25(b) ensures that the arbitration cannot be frustrated by
such failure. It obliges the arbitral tribunal to continue the proceedings
"without treating such failure as an admission of the claimant's
allegations". This rule concerning the assessment of the respondent's failure
seems useful in view of the fact that under many national laws on civil
procedure default of the defendant in court proceedings is treated as an
admission of the claimant's allegations. However, this does not mean that the
arbitral tribunal would have no discretion as to how to assess the failure and
would be bound to treat it as a full denial of the claim and all supporting
facts.

5. As regards the failure of a party to appear at a hearing or to produce
documentary evidence, article 25(c) empowers the arbitral tribunal to continue
the proceedings and make the award on the evidence before it. In practical
terms, this includes the power not to admit or to disregard any documentary
evidence presented by that party after the specified time-limit for producing
such evidence. Moreover, the arbitral tribunal is not precluded from drawinl
inferences from a party's failure to produce any evidence as requested.
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Although the provision does not itself say so, "failure to appear ala
hearing" presupposes that the party was given sufficient advance notice
(article 24(3» and "failure to produce documentary evidence" presupposes that
the party was requested to do so within a specified period of time which was
reasonable in accordance ~ith the fundamental principles of article 19(3).

* * *

Article 26. Expert appointed by arbitral tribunal

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the arbitral tribunal

(a) may appoint one or more experts to report to it on specific issues to
be determined by the arbitral tribunal;

(b) may require a party to give the expert any relevant information or to
produce, or to provide access to, any relevant documents, goods or other
property for his inspection.

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, if a party so requests or if the
arbitral tribunal considers it necessary, the expert shall, after delivery of
his written or oral report, participate in a hearing where the parties have
the opportunity to interrogate him and to present expert witnesses in order to
testify on the points at issue.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 63-64
A/CN.9/232, paras. lOS, 114-118
A/CN.9/245, paras. 80-81, 84-85
A/CN.91246, paras. 85-89

COMMENTARY

1. Article 26 deals with experts appointed by the arbitral tribunal; it does
not deal with expert witnesses which a party may present. Paragraph (1)
grants the arbitral tribunal an implied power, i.e. without special
authorization by the parties, to appoint one or more experts to report to it
on specific issue~ and to order a party to co-operate in a certain way with
the expert.

2. Since the provision is non-mandatory, the parties may exclude such
power. This would mean that the arbitral tribunal would have to decide the
dispute without obtaining the necessary expertise which it itself lacks.
While not everyone would like to act as arbitrator under such conditions, the
solution of paragraph (1) was adopted in recognition of the paramount nature
of party autonomy (and of the underlying practical considerations that the
parties know best by what aeans their dispute should be decided, that they are
the ones to pay for any expert, and that they are wise enough not to put their
arbitrators in a dilemma of the type described above). It is also for this
reason that the parties may exclude such power at any time during the
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proceedings and nol, as suggested in an earlier draft version, only before the
appointment of the first arbitrator. 1!1

3. Article 26, like most provisions of the model law concerning the conduct
of the arbitral proceedings, embodies 8 statement of principle without
regulating all particulars, as often treated in detail by arbitration rules.
Paragraph (2) is no exception since it guarantees a fundamental procedural
right, which is another concrete implementation of the principles laid down in
article 19(3). The parties are given the opportunity to interrogate the
expert, after he has delivered his written or oral report, and to present
expert witnesses in order to testify on the points at issue. Such opportunity
may be taken in a hearing, which the arbitral tribunal must hold if one party
so requests or which the arbitral tribunal may call on its own if it considers
it necessary.

Article 27. Court assistance in taking evidence

(1) In arbitral proceedings held in this state or under this Law, the
arbitral tribunal or a party with the approval of the arbitral tribunal may
request from a competent court of this state assistance in taking evidence.
The request shall specify:

(a) the names and addresses of the parties and the arbitrators;

(b) the general nature of the claim and the relief sought;

(c) the evidence to be obtained, in particular,

(i) the name and address of any person to be heard as witness or
expert witness and a statement of the subject-matter of the
testimony required;

(ii) the description of any document to be produced or property to
be inspected.

(2) The court may, within its competence and according to its rules on taking
evidence, execute the request either by taking the evidence itself or by
ordering that the evidence be provided directly to the arbitra1 tribunal.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 61-62
A/CN.9/233, paras. 31-37
A/CN.9/245, paras. 37-46
A/CN.9/246, paras. 90-101

1!1 A/CN.9/246, para. 87.
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COMMENTARY

Purpose of provision

1. Article 27 calls upon the courts to render assistance in taking evidence,
in particular by compelling appearance of a witness, production of a document
or access to a property for inspeclion. Such assistance, although not
frequently sought in practice and at times sought for dilatory purposes, is
considered useful in view of the fact that the arbilra1 tribunal, under the
model law and most existing laws, does not itself possess powers of
compulsion. 1.1J

2. Article 27 has effect beyond the realm of arbitral procedure in that it
does not merely cover the admissibility or mechanics of a request for court
assistance. It rather attaches to such a request the expectation that the
national law under certain circumstances provides for assistance by courts.
Article 27 is designed to change, for exwmple, a national law which envisages
court assistance only to other courts but not to arbitral tribunals, however,
without interfering with national rules on civil procedure concerning the
taking of evidence and the organization of the judicial system including court
competence.

Territorial scope of provision

3. Assistance by courts of the state adopting the model law is envisaged for
arbitral proceedings "held in this State or under this Law" (paragraph (1».
Conceivably, this double criterion might be retained if the Commission were to
allow party autonomy in respect of the applicable procedural law. l!1 The
criterion "in this State" would then extend to' arbitra1 proceedings held under
a law other than the model law, and the criterion "under this Law" would
extend to arbitrations held elsewhere under the law of "this State". It is
submitted, however, that it would be more appropriate to' use only the general
criterion which the Commission may wish to adopt for the appHcability of the
model law, in which case there may not be any need for expressing the
territorial scope in article 27.

4. More important than this issue of detail is the observation that article
27 is limited essentially to arbitrations taking place in "this State"; unlike
earlier draft provisions, it envisages neither assistance to foreign
arbitrations nor requests to foreign courts in arbitral proceedings held under

III Merely in those cases where the evidence is in the possession or
under the control of a party the arbitral tribunal may exert a certain
influence by indicating its intention to use the "sanction" provided for in
article 25(c); see commentary to article 25, para. 5.

781 As to the question of the territorial scope of application of the
model law in general, see commentary to article 1, paras. 4-6.
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the model law. 121 This limitation is the result of a compromise between
those in favour of international court assistance and those opposed to any
provision on court assistance. 801

Request for assistance,paragraph (1), and its execution, paragraph (2)

5. According to paragraph (1), assistance would be rendered by a "competent
court" which is not necessarily the one designated pursuant to article 6 since
its competence may be based, for example, on t.he residence of the witness to
be heard or the location of the property to be i~spected~ A request for court
assistance may be made by the arbitral tribunal or by a party with the
approval of the arbitral tribunal. Although the obtaining of evidence may be
regarded as being strictly a matter for the parties, the involvement of the
arbit.ral tribunal would be conducive to preventing dilatory tactics of a
party. Paragraph (1) lists the required contents of the request, without
going into further details of form or procedure.

6. Paragraph (2) implements the earlier mentioned "expectation" of court
assistance,without interfering with established national rules on court
competence and organization (see above, para.2). The court may, within its
competence and according to its rules on taking evidence, execute the request
in either of the following ways: It may take the evidence itself (e.g. hear
t.he witness, obtain the document or access to property and, unless the
arbitrators and parties were present, communicate the results to the arbitral
tribunal), or it may order that the evidence be provided directly to the
arbitral tribunal, in which case the involvement of the court is limited to
exerting compulsion.

:11: :11: :11:

CHAPTER VI. MAKING OF AWARD AND TERMINATION OF PROCEEDINGS

Article 28. Rules applicable to substance of dispute

(1) The arbitral tribunal shall decide the dispute in accordance with such
rules of law as are chosen by the parties as applicable to the substance of
the dispute. Any designation~f the law or legal system of a given State
shall be construed, unless otherwise expressed, as directly referring to the
substantive law of that State and not to its conflict of laws rules.

121 A/CN.9/233, para. 36; A/CN.9/24S, paras. 37, 42-46; A/CN.9/246,
paras. 90-91, 95-96.

801 It was stated in this context that court assistance to foreign
arhitral tribunals or assistance by foreign courts in taking evidence could
not appropriately be dealt with in a model law, and it was suggested as a
possible future item of work to be discussed by the Commission that it might
be desirable to elaborate rules on international judicial assistance either in
a separate convention or by extending an existing convention (A/CN.9/233,
para. 37; A/CN.9/246, paras. 43-44).
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(2) Failinr, any desir,nation by the parties, the arbitral tribunal shall apply
the law determined by the conflict of laws rules which it considers
applicable.

(3) The arbitral tribunal shall decide ex aequo et bono or as amiable
compositeur only if the p.arties have expressly aut.horized it to do so.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 84-94
A/CN.9/232, paras. 158-170
A/CN.9/245, paras. 93-100
A/CN.9/246, paras. 102-104

COMMENTARY

1. Article 28 deals with the question which law or rules the arbitcal
tribunal shall apply to the substance of the dispute. This question, which
should be distinr,uished from the issue of the law applicable to the arbitral
procedure or the arbitration agreement, is often dealt with in conventions and
national laws devoted to private international law or conflict of laws.
However, it is sometimes covered by national laws on arbitration and often by
arbitration conventions and arbitration rules.

2. The model law follows this latter pract.ice with a view to providinr,
guidance on this important point and to meet the needs of international
commercial arbitration. It adopts the same policy as in respect of procedural
matters by grantinr, the parties full autonomy to determine the issue
(including the option of "amiable composition") and, failinr, ar,reement., by
entrusting the arbitral tribunal with t.hat determination.

Parties' freedom to choose substantive "rules of law", paragraph (1)

3. The provision of paragraph (1) that the dispute shall be decided in
accordance with such rules of law as are chosen by the parties is remarkable
in two respects. The first one is the recognition or r,uarantee of the
parties' autonomy as such, which is at present widely but not yet uniformly
accepted. Article 28(1) could enhance global acceptance and help to overcome
existing restrictions such as substantial connection with the country of the
chosen law.

4. The second one is the freedom to choose "rules of law" and not merely a
"law", which could be understood as referring to the legal system of one
particular State only. This provides the parties with a wider range of
options and allows them, for example, to designate as applicable to their case
rules of more than one legal system, including rules of law which have been
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elaborated on the international level. 811 Adoption of this formula, to date
only found in the 1965 Washington Convention (art. 42) and the recent
international arbitration laws of France (art. 1496 new CPC) and Djibouti
(art. 12), constitutes a progressive step, designed to meet the needs and
interests of parties to international commercial transactions. A useful rule
of interpretation is added for those cases where the partie. designate the law
or legal system of a particular state.

petermination of substantive law by arbitra1 tribunal. para&raph (2)

5. Paragraph (2) reflects a more cautious approach in that it does not
provide, as would be in line with paragraph (1). that the arbitral tribunal
shall apply the rules of law it considers appropriate. Instead, it requires
the arbitra1 tribunal to apply a conflict of laws rule, namely that which it
considers applicable. in order to dete~ine the law applicable to the
substance of the dispute.

6. The resulting disparity may be regarded as acceptable in view of the fact
that paragraph (1) is addressed to the parties who are free to take advantage
of the wider scope, while paragraph (2) is addressed to the arbitral tribunal
and applied only in the case where the parties have not made their choice.
Incidentally, the parties could agree to widen the scope of the arbitral
tribunal's determination. just as they are free to limit it, for example, by
excluding one or more specified national laws. Above all, paragraph (2)
deserves to be judged on its own. In this regard it seems worth noting that
it is in full harmony with the 1961 Geneva Convention (art. VII(1» and with
widely used arbitration rules (art. 13(3) ICC-Rules, art. 33(1) UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules), which equally recognize the interests of the parties in
having some degree of certainty as to which will be the law determined by the
arbitral tribunal.

Express authorization of "amiable composition", paragraph (3)

7. Arbitration rules often provide that parties may authorize the arbitral
tribunal to decide as amiable compositeur provided, however, that such
arbitration is permitted by the law applicable to the arbitral procedure.
Article 28(3) grants this permission and, thus. gives effect to an express
authorization by the parties that the arbitral tribunal shall decide ex aeguo
et bono, as this arbitration is labelled in some legal systems, or, as
labelled in others, as amiable compositeur.

81/ As a further aid in interpreting the term "rules of law" and
defining its limits. it may be reported that some representatives would have
preferred an even wider interpretation or an even broader formula to include,
for example. general legal principles or case law developed in arbitration
awards but that this, in the view of the Working Group, was too far-reaching
to be acceptable to many states, at least for the time being (A/CN.9/245,
para. 94).
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8. Although this type of arbitration is not known in all legal systems, its
inclusion in the model law seems appropriate for the following reasons. It is
sound policy to accommodate features and practices of arbitration even if
familiar only to certain legal systems. This is reasonable not merely because
it would be contrary to the purpose of the model law to disregard or even
prevent established practices but because it is in harmony with the principle
of reducing the importance of the place of arbitration by recognizing types of
arbitration not normally used or known at that place. Finally, such
recognition does not entail a risk for any unwary party unfamiliar with this
type of arbitration since an express authorization by the parties is required.

9. No attempt is made in the model law to define this type of arbitration
which comes in various and often vague forms. It is submitted, however, that
the parties may in their authorization provide some certainty, to the extent
desired by them, either by referring to the kind of amiable composition
developed in a particular legal system or by laying down the rules or
guidelines and, for example, request a fair and equitable solution within the
limits of the international public policy of their two states.

Relevance of terms of contract and trade usages

10. Article 28 does not expressly call upon the arbitral tribunal to decide
in accordance with the terms of the contract and to take into account the
trade usages applicable to the transaction. However, this does not mean that
the model law would disregard or reduce the relevance of the contract and the
trade usages.

11. This is clear from the various reasons advanced during the discussion of
the Working Group against retaining such a provision. 82/ As regards the
reference to the terms of the contract, it was slated, for example, that such
reference did not belong in an article dealing with the law applicable to the
substance of the dispute and was not needed in a law on arbitration, though
appropriate in arbitration rules, or that such reference could be misleading
where the terms of the contract were in conflict with mandatory provisions of
law or did not express the true intent of the parties. As regards the
reference to trade usages, the concerns related primarily to the fact that
their legal effect and qualification were not uniform in all legal systems.
For example, they may form part of the applicable law, in which case they were
already covered by paragraph (1) or (2) of article 28. Finally, it was
difficult to devise acceptable wording, in particular, to decide whether to
adopt the formula of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (art. 33(3» or of the
1980 Vienna Sales Convention (art. 9).

821 A/CN.9/2.S, para. 99; A/CN.9/232, para. 164.
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Article 29. Decision making by panel of arbitrators

In arbitral proceedings with more than one arbitrator, any decision of the
arbitral tribunal shall be made. unless otherwise agreed by the parties, by a
majority of all its members. However, the parties or the arbitra1 tribunal
may authorize a presiding arbitrator to decide questions of procedure.

REF'ERF:NCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 76-77
A/CN.9/232, paras. 136-140
A/CN.9/245, paras. 101-104
A/CN.9/246, paras, 105-108

COMMENTARY

1. Article 29 deals with one important aspect of the decision-making process
in those conwon cases where the arbitra1 tribunal consists of more than one
arbitrator (in particular: three arbitrators). While leaving out other
aspects relating to the mechanics of how a decision is arrived at. article 29
adopts the majority--princip1e for any award or other decision of the arbitral
tribunal, with a possible exception for questions of procedure, which, for the
sake of expediency and efficiency, the parties or the arbitra1 tribunal may
authorize a presiding arbitrator to decide.

2. The majority-principle, as compared with requiring unanimity, is more
conducive to reaching the necessary decisions and the final settlement of the
dispute. This principle. which is also adopted for the signatures required on
the award (article 31(1», does not mean, however, that not all arbitrators
need take part in the deliberations or at least have the opportunity to do so.

3. Since article 29 is non-mandatory, the parties may lay down different
requirements. For example, they may authorize a presiding arbitrator. if no
majority can be reached, to cast the decisive vote, or to decide as if he were
a sole arbitrator. The parties may also, for quantum decisions, provide a
formula according to which the decisive amount would be calculated on the
basis of the different votes of the arbitrators.

11( 11( 11(
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Article 30. Sett~ement

(1) If, during arbitral proceedings, the parties settle the dispute, the
arbitral tribunal shall terminate the proceedings and, if requested by the
parties and not objected to by the arbitral tribunal, record the settlement in
the form of an arbitra1 award on agreed terms.

(2) An award on agreed terms shall be made in accordance with the provisions
of article 31 and shall state that it is an award. Such an award has the same
status and effect as any other award on the merits of the case.

RFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 95--97
A/CN.9/232, paras. 171-176
A/CN.9/245, paras. 105-107
A/CN.91246, paras. 109-110

COMMENTARY

1. Article 30 deals with the fortunately not infrequent case that the
parties themselves settle the dispute during, and often induced by, the
arbitra1 proceedings. In order to make the settlement agreement enforceable,
it is necessary, under nearly all legal systems, to record it in the form of
an arbttral award.

2. The arbitral tribunal shall issue such an award on agreed terms, if
requested by the parties and not objected to by it. The firsl condition is
based on the view that there are fewer dangers of injustice by requiring the
request of both parties, instead of only one who, however, may have a
particular interest, since a settlement may be ambiguous or subject to
conditions which might not be apparent to the arbitral tribunal. The second
condition is based on the view that the arbitral tribunal, although it would
normally accede to such a request, should not be compelled to do so in all
circumstances (e.g. in case of suspected fraud, illicit or utterly unfair
settlement terms).

3. According to paragraph (2), an award on agreed terms shall be treated
like any other award on the merits of the case, not only as regards its form
and contents (article 31) but also its status and effect.

1{ 1{ 1{

Article 31. Form and contents of award

(1) The award shall be made in writing and shall be signed by the arbitrator
or arbitrators. In arbitral proceedings with more than one arbitrator, the
signatures of the majority of all members of the arbitral tribunal shall
suffice, prOVided that the reason for any omitted signature is stated.
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(2) The award shall state the reasons upon which it is based, unless the
parties have agreed that no reasons are to be given or the award is an award
on agreed terms under article 30.

(3) The award shall state its date and the place of arbitration as dete~ined

in accordance with article 20 (1). The award shall be deemed to have been
made at that place.

(4) After the award is made, a copy signed by the arbitrators in accordance
with paragraph (1) of this article shall be delivered to each party.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 78-80, 100-102, 105
A/CN. 9/232, paras. 141-145, 184-·186
A/CN.9/245, paras. 108-116
A/CN.9/246, paras. 111-112

COMMENTARY

Award in writing and signed, paragraph (1)

1. For the sake of certainly, the arbitral award shall be made in writing
and signed by the arbitrator or arbitrators. However, corresponding with the
provision on decision making by a panel of arbitrators (article 29), 83/ the
signatures of the majority of all members of the arbitral tribunal shall
suffice, provided that the reason for any omitted signature is stated.

2. This proviso is certainly appropriate for those cases where, after the
award has been finalized, an arbitrator dies or becomes physically unable to
sign or cannot in fact be reached anymore. Where, however, an arbitrator
refuses to sign, the proviso may be open to objection by those who are
strictly against revealing whether an award was made unanimously or whether an
arbitrator dissented. On the other hand, there are those who, based on their
legal systems and practice, even want a provision in the model law entitling
the dissenting arbitrator to state his opinion. The Commission might wish to
consider whether the requirement of stating the reason for the omitted
signature should be maintained in the proviso and whether the model law should
lake a stand on the separate issue of dissenting opinions, i.e. either
generally allow or generally prohibit their issuance. At present, it is
submitted, this question Ifalls under article 19(1) or (2) as a matter of the
conduct of the proceedings.

83/ The Commission may wish to consider the appropriateness of
establishing full correspondence with article 29, by aligning the signature
requirement to any agreed system other than decision by majority (see
commentary to article 29, para. 3).
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statement of re,,08" para&raph (2)

3. The practice of statin& the rea'ons upon which the award is based is more
co.-onin certain lela1 ~)'st.s than in others and it varies from one type or
I)'ste. of arbitr.tion to another. Paralraph (2) adopts a solution which
acc~dat.. sueh varlety by requirin& that the reasons be stated but allowinl
parties to "aive .that require.ent. An alreement that no reasons are to be
Itven wouldnoradly be made e.pre..ly, including reference to arbitratioD
rule. containi.nl luch waiver, but Ilay also be implied ,for e:umple, in the
IUba1ttina of ,a dispute to an e.tablished arbitration sJstem which is known
Dot to cont.platethe livina of reasonl. The'ame would apply to an
intermediate .olut~on, practised in e.rtain systellls, such as to state the
rea'ODS in a separate and confidential document.

pate and plae, of award I Parilr," q)

4. The date and t~e place at which the award is made are of considerable
importance in various rupech, in particular, as far as procedural
consequences are concerned, in the context of recognition and enforcement and
anJ possible recourse aaain.t the award. Paralraph (3), therefore, provides
that the award shall state its date and the place of arbitration, which shall
be dee.ed to be the place of the award.

5. Thi. pre,umption, which should be regarded as irrebuttable, §!/ is based
on the principle that the award shall be made at the place of arbitration
determined in accordance with article 20(1). It also recognizes that the
makinl of the award is a leaal act which in practice is not necessaril)' one
factual act but, for example, done in deliberations at various places, by
telephone or correspondence.

Delivery of award. earalraph ~4)

6. Paralraph (4) provides that a .igned copy of the award be delivered to
each party. Receipt of this copy is relevant, for ex~ple, as "receipt of the
award" for the purposel of articles 33(1), (3) and 34(3) and as a necessary
condition for obtaininl recolnition or enforcement under article 35(2). The
model law does not require anJ other administrative act such as filing,
reai.tration or depo.it of the award.

* * *

!!/ A/CN.9/245, para. 115.
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Article 32. Tet'mlnaJJon of proceedings

(1) The arbitral proceedings are terminated by the final award or by
agreement of the parties or by an order of the arbitral tribunal in accordance
with paragraph (2) of this article.

(2) The arbitral tribunal

(a) shall issue an order for the termination of the arbitral proceedings
when the claimant withdra~s his claim. unless the respondent objects
thereto and the arb i t r aI tdbunal recognizes a legitimate intet'E!st on his
part in obtaining a final settlement of the dispute;

(b) may issue an or-dar of termination when the continuation of the
pcoceed l ng s for any other reason becomes unnecessary or inappropriate.

(3) The mandate of the arbilral tribunal terminates with t.hetermination of
the arbitral proceedings. subject to the provision. of articles 33 and 34 (4).

RF.FERF.NCES

A/CN.9/232. par:as. 132-135
A/CN.9/245. paras. 47-53. 117-119
A/CN.9/246. paras. 113-116

COMMIo;NTARY

1. Article 32. which deals with the termination of the arbitt'al proceedings.
se rve s three purposes. The first one is to provide guidance in this last. but
not unimportant. phase of the proceedings. A good example is paragraph (2)(a)
which makes it clear that withdrawal of the claim does not ipso facto lead to
termination of the proceedings.

2. The second purpose is to regulate the consequential termination of the
mandate of the at'bitral tribunal and its exceptions (paragraph (3». A good
example is that the arbitrators would become functus officio by making an
award only if that is "the final award". i.e. the one which constitutes or
completes the disposition of all claims submitted to arbitt'ation. The third
purpose is to provide certainty as to the point of time of the termination of
the proceedings. This may be relevant for matters unrelated to the
arbitration itself. for example. the continuation of the running of a
limitation period or the possibility of instituting court proceedings.

:lie :lie :lie
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Article 33. Correction and interpretation of awards and addi tionalawards

(1) within thirty days of receipt of the award, unless another period of time
has been agreed upon by the parties, a party, with notice to the other party,
may request the arbitra1 tribunal:

(a) to correct in the award any errors in computation, any clerical or
typographical errors or any errors of similar nature;

(b) to give an interpretation of a specific point or part of th~ award.

The arbitra1 tribunal shall make the correction 01" give the interpretation
within thirty days of receipt of the request. The interpretation shall form
part of the award.

(2) The arbitral tribunal may correct any error of the type referred to in
paragraph (1) (a) of this article on its own initiative within thirty days of
the date of the award.

(3) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, a party, with notice to the other
party, may request, within thirty days of receipt of the award, the arbitral
tribunal to make an additional award as to claims presented in the arbitral
proceedings but omitted from the award. The arbitral tribunal shall make the
additional award within sixty days, if it considers the request to be
justified.

(4) The arbitral tribunal may extend, if necessary, the period of t.im~ within
which it shall make a correction, interpretation or an additional award under
paragraph (1) or (3) of this article.

(5) The provisions of article 31 shall apply to a correction or
interpretation of the award or to an additional award.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, para. 98
A/CN.9/232, paras. 177-183
A/CN.9/245, paras. 120-123
A/CN.9/246, paras. 117-125

COMMENTARY

1. Article 33 extends the mandate of the arbitral tribunal beyond the making
of the award for certain measures of clarification and rectification, which
may help to prevent continuing disputes or even setting aside proceedings.
The fi'rst possible measure is to correct any error in computation or any
clerical, typographical or similar error, eithir upon request by a party or on
its own initiative. The second possible measure is to give an interpretation
of a specific point or part of the award, as specified by a party, and to add
this interpretation to the award. The third possible measure is to make an
additional award as to any claim presented in the arbitral proceedin~s but
omitted from the award (e.g. claimed interest was erroneously not awarded).
If the arbitral tribunal considers the request, not necessarily the omitted
claim, to be justified, it shall make an additional award, irrespective of
whether any further hearing or taking of evidence is required for that purpose.
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2. The period of time during which a party may request any such measure is
thirty days of receipt of the award. The same period of time. calculated from
the receipt of the request, is accorded to the arbitral tribunal for making
the correction or giving the interpretation, while a time-limit of sixty days
is set for the usually more difficult and time-consuming task of making an
additional award. However. there are circumstances in which the arbitral
tribunal would be unable. for good reasons, to comply with these time-limits.
For example, the preparation of an interpretation may require consultations
between the arbitrators. the making of an additional award may require
hearings or taking of evidence. and in any case initially sufficient time must
be given to the other party for replying to the request. The arbitral
tribunal may. therefore, extend the time-limits, if necessary.

* * *

CHAPTER VII. RECOURSE AGAINST AWARD

Article 34. Application for setting aside as exclusive recourse against
arbitral award

(l) Recourse to a court against an arbitral award made [in the territory of
this State] [under this Law] may be made only by an application for setting
aside in accordance with paragraphs (2) and (3) of this article.

(2) An arbitral award may be set aside by the Court specified in article 6
only if:

(a) the party making the application furnishes proof that:

(i) the parties to the arbitration agreement referred to in
article 7 were, under the law applicable to them, under some
incapacity, or the said agreement is not valid under the law to
which the parties have subjected it or, failing any indication
thereon, under the law of this state; or

(ii) the party making the application was not given proper notice
of the appointment of the arbitrator{s) or of the arbitral
proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his case; or

(iii) the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not
falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or
contains decisions on matters beyond the scope of the submission to
arbitration, provided that, if the decisions on matters submitted to
arbitration can be separated from those not so submitted, only that
part of the award which contains decisions on matters not submitted
to arbitration may be set aside; or

(iv) the composition of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitral
procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties.
unless such agreement was in conflict with a provision of this Law
from which the parties cannot derogate. or. failing such agr....nt.
was not in accordance with this Law, or
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(b) tbe Court finds tbat:

(1) the sUbje~t~..tter of the dispute is not capable of settlement
by arbitration under the law of this State. or

(li) the award or any deeision contained therein is in conflict
with the public policy of this State.

(3) An application for setting aside may not be made after three months have
elapled fro. the date on which the party malting that application had received
the award or, if a request had been made under article 33, from the date on
""ich that request had been disposed of by the arbitral tribunal.

(4) the Court, when asked to set aside an award, may, where appropriate and
so requested by a party, suspend the setting aside proceedings for a period of
ti.e determined by it in order to give the arbitral tribunal an opportunity to
resume the arbitral proceedings or to take such other action as in the
arbitral tribunal's opinion will eliminate the grounds for setting aside .

• ErIRENCES

A/CN. 91232 , paras. 14-22
A/CN.9/233 , paras. 118~195

A/CN.9/245, paras. 146-155
A/CN.9/246, paras. 126-139

Sole action for attackin& award. para&raph (1)

1. Existing national laws provide a variety of actions or remedies available
to • party for attacking the award. Often equating arbitral awards with local
court decisions, they set varied and sometimes extremely long periods of time
and set forth varied and sometimes long lists of grounds on which the award
may be attacked. Article 34 is designed to ameliorate this situation by
providing only one means of recourse (paragraph (l», available during a
fairly short period of time (paragraph (3» and for a rather limited number of
reasons (paragraph (2». It does not, beyond that, regulate the procedure,
neither the important question whether a decision by the Court of article 6
may be appealed before another court nor any question as to the conduct of the
setting aside proceedings itself.

2. The application for setting aside constitutes the exclusive recourse to a
court against the award in the sense that it is the only means for actively
attacking the award, i.e. initiating proceedings for judicial review. A party
retains, of course, the right to defend himself against the award, by
requesting refusal of recognition or enforcement in proceedings initiated by
the other party (articles 35 and 36). Obviously, article 34(1) does not
exclude the right of a party to request any correction or interpretation of
the award or the making of an additional award under article 33, since such
request would be directed to the arbitral tribunal and not to a court. the
situation is different in the case of a remission to the arbitral tribunal
under article 34(4), which is envisaged as a possible response by a court to
an application for setting aside the award. Finally, article 34{l) would not
exclude recourse to a second arbitral tribunal, where such appeal within the
arbitration system is envisaged (as, e.g., in certain commodity trades).
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3. Article 34 provides recourse against an "arbitral award" without
specifying which kinds of decision would be subject to such recourse. The
Working Group was agreed that it was desirable for the model law to define the
term "award" and noted that such definition had important implications for a
number of provisions of the model law. especially articles 34 and 16. After
con~encing consideration of a proposed definition. the Working Group decided,
for lack of time, not to include a definition in the model law to be adopted
by it and to invite the Commission to consider the matter. 851

4. Another matter to be considered by the Con~ission is the question of the
territorial scope of application, the pending nature of which is clear from
the alternative wordings placed between square brackets in paragraph (1). It
is submitted that the territorial scope of article 34 should be the same as
the one of the model law in general. whichever may be the criterion adopted by
the Commission. 861

Reasons for settin~ aside the award. paragraph (2)

5. Paragraph (2) lists the various grounds on which an award may be set
aside. This listing is exhaustive, as expressed by the word "only" and
reinforced by the character of the model law as 1exspecialis. 811

6. Paragraph (2) sets forth essentially the same reasons as those on which
recognition or enforcement may be refused under article 36(1) (or article V of
t.he 1958 New York Convention on which it. is closely modelled). It even uses,
with few exceptions, the same wording, for the sake of harmony in the
i nt.erpretati on.

1. The list of reasons presented in paragraph (2) is based on two different
policy considerations, which, however, converge in their result. First, after
an extensive selection process, which included a considerable number of other
grounds suggested for inclusion in the list, the reasons set forth in
paragraph (2), and only these, were regarded as appropriate in the context of
setting aside of awards in international commercial arbitration.

8. Second, conformity with article 36(1) is regarded as desirable in view of
the policy of the model law to reduce the impact of the place of arbitration.
It recognizes the fact that both provisions with their different purposes (in
one case reasons for setting aside and in the other case grounds for refusing
recognition or enforcement) form part of the alternative defence system which
provides a party with the option of attacking the award or invoking the
grounds when recognition or enforcement is sought. It also recognizes the
fact that these provisions do not operate in isolation. The effect of
traditional concepts and rules familiar and peculiar to the legal system
ruling at the place of arbitration is not limited to the state where the
arbitration takes place but extends to many other states by virtue of article
36(1)(a)(v) (or article V(l)(e) of the 1958 New York Convention) in that an

851 A/CN.9/246, paras. 129, 192-194.
861 As to this general question of the territorial scope of application

of the model law, see commentary to article 1, paras. 4-6.
~I See commentary to art icle 1, paras. 1--8.
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award, which has been set aside for whatever reasons recognized by the
competent court or applicable procedural law, would not be recognized and
enforced abroad.

9. Drawing the consequences from this undesirable situation, article IX of
the 1961 Geneva Convention cuts off this international effect in respect of
all awards which have been set aside for reasons other than those listed in
article V of the 1958 New York Convention. The model law merely takes this
philosophy one step further by going beyond the angle of recognition and
enforcement to the source and aligning the very reasons for setting aside with
those for refusing recognition or enforcement. This step has the salutary
effect of avoiding "split" or "relative" validity of international awards,
i.e. awards which are void in the country of origin but valid and enforceable
abroad. 881

10. Since the grounds listed in paragraph (2) are essentially those of
article V of the 1958 New York Convention, they are familiar and require no
detailed explanation; however, the fact that they are used for purposes of
setting aside under the model law leads to some differences. For example, the
application of sub-paragraphs (a)(i) and (iv), possibly also (iii), may be
limited by virtue of an implied waiver or submission, as mentioned in the
commentary to article 4 (para. 6) and to article 16 (paras. 8-9).

11. Sub-paragraph (a)(iv) expresses the priority of the mandatory provisions
of the model law over any agreement of the parties, which is different from
arUcle 36(1) (a)(iv), at least according to the predominant interpretation of
the corresponding provision in the 1958 New York Convention (article
V(l)(d». The fact that the composition of the arbitral tribunal and the
arbitral procedure are, thus, to be judged by the mandatory provisions of the
model law entails, for example, that this sub-paragraph (a)(iv) covers to a
large extent also the grounds of sub-paragraph (a)Oi), copied from the 1958
New York Convention, which comprise cases of violations df articles 19(3) and
24(3), (4).

12. Yet another difference is less obvious since it follows merely from the
different effect of setting aside as compared to refusing recognition or
enforcement. Under sub-paragraph (b)(i), an award would be set aside if t.he
court finds that the subject-matter of the dispute is not capable of
settlement by arbitration "under the law of this State". This reason is
certainly appropriate for refusing recognition or enforcement in a given
State, which often regards it as part of its public policy and may reduce its
impact by protecting only its ordre public international, i.e. its public
policy concerning international cases. However, this same reason used for
setting aside gains a different dimension by virtue of the global effect of
setting aside (article 36(1)(a)(v), or article V(l)(e) of the 1958 New York
Convention). As was suggested in the Working Group, to quote now from the
report of the seventh session (A/CN.9/246, paras. 136-137),

"such global effect should obtain only from a finding that the
subject-matter of the dispute was not capable of settlement by
arbitration under the law applicable to that issue which was not

881 As to another effect, referred to as the potential risk of "double
control" of domestic awards, see conwentary to article 36, para. 3.
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necessarily the law of the state of the setting aside proceedings. It
was, therefore, suggested to delete the provision of paragraph (2) (b)
(i). The result of that deletion, which received considerable support,
would be to limit the court control under article 34 to those cases where
non-arbitrability of a certain subject--matter formed part of the public
policy of that state (para. (2) (b) (ii» or where the Court regarded
arbitrability as an element of the validity of an arbitration agreement
(para. (2) (a) (i», although some proponents of that suggestion sought
the more far-reaching result of excluding non-arbitrability as a reason
for setting aside. Another suggestion was to delete, in paragraph (2)
(b) (i), merely the reference to ..the law of this state" and, thus, to
leave open the question as to which was the law applicable to
arbitrability. The Working Group, in discussing those suggestions, was
agreed that the issues raised were of great practical importance and, in
view of their complex nature, required further study. The Working Group,
after deliberation, decided to retain, for the time being, the provision
of paragraph (2) (b) (i) in its current form so as to invite the
Commission to reconsider the matter and to decide, in the light of
comments by Governments and organizations, on whether the present wording
was appropriate or whether the provision should be modified or deleted."

"Remission" to arbitra1 tribunal, paragraph (4)

13. Paragraph (4) envisages a procedure which is similar to the "remission"
known in most common law jurisdictions, though in various forms. Although the
procedure is not known in all legal systems, it should prove useful in that it
enables the arbitra1 tribunal to cure a certain defect and, thereby, save the
award from being set aside by the Court.

14. Unlike in some common law jurisdictions, the procedure is not conceived
as a separate remedy but placed in the framework of setting aside
proceedings. The Court, where appropriate and so requested by a party, would
invite the arbitral tribunal, whose continuing mandate is thereby confirmed,
to take appropriate measures for eliminating a certain remediable defect which
constitutes a ground for setting aside under paragraph (2). Only if such
"remission" turns out to be futile at the end of the period of llme determined
by the Court, during which recognition and enforcement may be suspended under
article 36(2), would the Court resume the setting aside proceedings and set
aside the award.

* * *
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CHAPTER VIII. RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS

Article 35. R~Qognition and enforcement

(1) An arbi~r~i award~ irrespective of the country in which it was made,
shall be re~ogn\zed as binding and, upon application in writing to the
competent court, shall be enforced subject to the provisions of this article
and of article 36.

(2) The party relying on an award or applying for its enforcement shall
supply the duly authenticated original award or a duly certified copy thereof,
and the original arbitration agreement referred to in article 7 or a duly
certified copy thereof. If the award or agreement is not made in an official
language of this state, the party shall supply a duly certified translation
thereof into such language.*

(3) Filing, registration or deposit of an award with a court of the country
where the award was made is not a pre-condition for its recognition or
enforcement in this state.

* The conditions set forth in this paragraph are intended to set
maximum standards. It would, thus, not be contrary to the harmonization to be
achieved by the model law if a state retained even less onerous conditions.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, paras. 103-104, 109
A/CN.9/232, paras. 19-21, 187-189
A/CN.9/233, paras. 121-175
A/CN.9/246, paras. 140-148

COMMENTARY

Appropriateness of including provisions on recognition and enforcement of
awards irrespective of their place of origin

1. The chapter on recognition and enforcement of awards presents the result
of extensive deliberations on basic questions of policy, in particular,
whether the model law should contain provisions on recognition and enforcement
of domestic and foreign awards, and, if so, whether these two categories of
awards should be treated in a uniform manner, and how closely any provisions
on recognition and enforcement should follow the corresponding articles of the
1958 New York Convention. As evidenced by article 35 and its companion
article 36, the prevailing answer to these basic policy questions was that the
model law should contain uniform provisions on recognition and enforcement of
all awards, irrespective of the place of origin, and in full harmony with the
1958 New York Convention.
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2. The main reasons are, in short, the following: While foreign awards are
appropriately dealt with in the 1958 New York Convention, which is widely
adhered to, often with the restriction of reciprocity, and is open to any
state prepared to accept its liberal provisions, the model law would be
incomplete if it would not offer an equally liberal set of rules , infulI
harmony with the 1958 New York convention, including its safeguards in article
V, and without adversely affecting its effect. and application, in order to
establish a supplementary network of recognition and enforcement of awards not.
covered by any multilateral or bilateral treaty. While domestic awards are
often trea.ted by national laws under the same favourable conditions as local
court decisions, the disparity of national laws is not conducive to
facilitating international conunercial arbitration and the model law should,
therefore, aim at unifying the domestic treatment in all legal systems,
without imposing restrictive conditions.

3. Above all, these provisions on recognition and enforcement would go a
long way towards securing the uniform treatment of all awards in international
conunerci al arbitration i rrespecti ve of where they happen to be made. To draw
the 1ine between such "internat iona1" awards and "non- international" ,1. e.
truly domestic, awards (instead of distinguishing on territorial grounds
between foreign and domestic awards), would further the policy of reducing the
relevance of the place of arbitration and thereby widen the choice and enhance
the vitality of international conunercial arbitration. This idea of uniform
treatment of all international awards was the major decisive reason which any
state may wish to consider when assessing the acceptability of this chapter of
the model law.

Recognition of award and application for its enforcement, paragraph (1)

4. Article 35 draws a useful distinction between recognition and enforcement
in that it takes into account that recognition not only constitutes a
necessary condition for enforcement but also may be standing alone, e.g. where
an award is relied on in other proceedings. Under paragraph (I), an award
shall be recognized as binding, which means, although this is not expressly
stated, binding between the parties and from the date of the award. 89/ An
award shall be enforced upon application in wri ting to the "competent court".
90/ Both recognition and enforcement are subject to the provisions of article
36 and the conditions laid down in parasraph (2) of article 35.

Conditions of recognition and enforcement. paragraph (2)

5. Paragraph (2), which is modelled on article IV of the 1958 New York
Convention, does not lay down the procedure but merely the conditions for
recognition and enforcement. The party relying on an award or applying for
its enforcement shall supply, in an official language of the state, that award

-----------89/ A/CN.9/246~ para. 148. As a practical matter, the award may, in
fact, be relied on by a party only from the date of receipt.

90/ The reference is to the competent court, and not to the Court
specified in article 6, because the model law does not aim at unifying
national laws on the organization of the judicial system and, in particular,
because the competence of courts for enforcement is normally linked to the
residence of the debtor or location of property or assets.
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and its constituent document, i.e. the arbitration agreement. 91/ According
to the footnote accompanying the text, these conditions are intended to set
maximum standards; thus a state may retain even less onerous conditions.

No filing, registration or deposit required, paragraph (3)

6. The model law, which itself does not require filing, registration or
deposit of awards made under its regime (article 31), also does not require
such actions in respect of foreign awa~ds whose recognition or enforcement is
sought under its regime, following the policy of the 1958 New York Convention
of doing away with the "double exequatur".

* * *

~ Article 36. Grounds for refusing recognition or enforcement

(1) Recognition or enforcement of an arbitral award, irrespective of the
country in which it was made, may be refused only:

(a) at the request of the party against whom it is invoked, if that
party furnishes to the competent court where recognition or enforcement
is sought proof that:

(i) the parties to the arbitration agreement referred to in
article 7 were, under the law applicable to them, under some
incapacity, or the said agreement is not valid under the law to
which the parties have subjected it or, failing any indication
thereon, under the law of the country where the award was made; or

(ii) the party against whom the award is invoked was not given
proper notice of the appointment of the arbitrator(s) or of the
arbitral proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his case; or

(iii) the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not
falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or it
contains decisions on matters beyond the scope of the submission to
arbitration, provided that, if the decisions on matters submitted to
arbitration can be separated from those not so submitted, that part
of the award which contains decisions on matters submitted to
arbitration may be recognized and enforced; or

91/ As regards this second condition, it is submitted that an exception
be made for those cases where an original defect in form was cured by waiver
or submission, for example, where arbitra1 proceedings were on the basis of an
oral agreement initiated and not objected to by any party. In such case the
supply of an award, which records the waiver or submission, should suffice.
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(iv) the composition of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitral
procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties
or, failing such agreement, was not in accordance with the law of
the country where the arbitration took place; or

(v) the award has not yet become binding on the parties or has
been set aside or suspended by a court of the country in which, or
under the law of which. that award was made; or

(b) if the court finds that:

(i) the subject-·matter of the dispute is not capable of settlement
by arbitration under the law of this state; or

(ii) the recognition or enforcement of the award would be contrary
to the public policy of this state.

(2) If an application for setting aside or suspension of an award has been
made to a court referred to in paragraph (1) (a) (v) of this article, the
court where recognition or enforcement is sought may, if it considers it
proper, adjourn its decision and may also, on the application of the party
claiming recognition or enforcement of the award. order the other party to
provide appropriate security.

REFERENCES

A/CN.9/216, para. 109
A/CN.9/232, paras. 19-20
A/CN.91233. paras. 133--177
A/CN.9/245. paras. 137-145
A/CN.9/246, paras. 149-155

COMMENTARY

Grounds for refusing recoRnition or enforcement of "international" awards.
paragraph (1)

1. Based on the prevailing policy considerations stated above. 92/ article
36(1) adopts almost literally the well-known grounds set forth in article V of
the 1958 New York Convention and declares them as applicable to refusal of
recognition or enforcement of all awards. irrespective of where they were
made. Thus. the provision. like article 35. covers foreign as well as
domestic awards. provided they are rendered in "international commercial
arbitration" as referred to in article 1 and, of course. subject to any
multilateral or bilateral treaty to which the enforcement state is a party.

2. As regards foreign awards. full harmony with article V is obviously
desirable. The reasons taken from there were even viewed as providing
sufficient safeguards to the enforcement state which would make it unnecessary

92/ Commentary to article 35, paras. 1-3.

..
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to restrict recognition and enforcement by requlrlng reciprocity. It was also
thought that a model law on international commercial arbitration should not
promote the use of such territorial restrictions and that. from a technical
point of view, it was difficult. although not impossible. to devise a workable
mechanism in a "unilateral" text such as the model law. Nevertheless. the
model law does not preclude a State from adopting a mechanism of reciprocity.
in which case the basis or connecting factor and the technique used should be
specified in the national enactment.

3. The list of reasons seems also appropriate for domestic awards. although
its correspondence with the grounds for setting aside entails the potential of
what has been referred lo as undesirable "double control". i.e. lwo occasions
for judicial review of the same grounds. This should be an acceptable
consequence of the uniform treatment of all awards. based on the policy of
reducing the relevance of the place of arbitration. In view of the different
purposes and effects of setting aside and of invoking grounds for refusal of
recognition or enforcement. a party should be free to avail himself of the
alternative system of defences (as such recognized by the 1958 New York
Convention) also in those cases where recognition or enforcement happens to be
sought in the state where the arbitration took place. As regards the
potential risk of double procedures on the same grounds. it is submitted that
these concerns are essentially met by paragraph (2) (see below. para. 5).

4. The fact that the grounds listed in paragraph (1) are applicable to
foreign as well as domestic awards. must be laken into account when
interpreting the text. which is in large measure copied from an article
applicable only to foreign awards (article V of the 1958 New York
Convention). For example. the references to "the law of the country where the
award was made" (sub-paragraph (a)(i» or ..the law of the country where the
arbitration took place" (sub-paragraph (a)(iv» or to "a court of the country
in which. or under the law of which. that award was made" (sub-paragraph
(a) (v» may either lead to a foreign law. which mayor may not have been
modelled on the model law. or to the model law of ..this state". In the latter
case, i.e. a domestic setting. account should be taken of the kind of
considerations mentioned in respect of the grounds for setting aside. for
example, the limiting effect of an implied waiver or submission (articles 4
and 16(2» upon the reasons set forth in paragraph (1)(a)(i) and (iv). 93/

Suspension of recognition or enforcement. paragraph (2)

5. Paragraph (2) is modelled on article VI of the 1958 New York Convention.
In line with the wider scope of the model law. it covers not only foreign but
also domestic awards rendered in international commercial arbitration. Thus.
it can be used to avoid concurrent judicial review of the same grounds and
possibly conflicting decisions. where this risk is not already excluded by the
fact that the same court is seized with the application for setting aside and
the other party's application for enforcement.

'/( '/( '/(

93/ Commentary to article 34. paras. 10-11.


